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ABSTRACT

Based on their well-known spatial study published in 1956, Piaget

and Inhelder concluded that the performance of the children on the coor

dination of perspectives task is best explained in terms of the unitary

construct egocentrism. There seems to be, however, a growing awareness

among researchers who study spatial perspective-taking (PT) that the

ability to infer another's visual percepts is a much more complex social

cognitive skill (e.g., Flavell, 1978). Several researchers have sug

gested that the results of spatial PT studies seem to be more a function

of task complexity and response requirements than they are a function of

egocentric thought (Borke, 1975; Eliot & Dayton, 1976).

The primary objective of the present research was to examine an

alternative explanation of the PT construct. The purpose was to clarify

the relationship between spatial PT and two established factors of spa

tial ability, spatial orientation and spatial visualization. A second

major emphasis of the present research was to focus on the effects of

methodological variations that influence results on spatial PT perfor

mance. A total of sixty-four ll-year-olds served as participants. Spa

tial PT was examined as a function of stimulus arrangement, response

mode, position of interence (900 , 1800 , 2700 ) , gender, spatial orienta

tion ability and spatial visualization ability.

Spatial ability was not a significant predictor of performance on

the spatial PT task. The cognitive operations that underlie spatial PT

within the various task conditions do not seem to be mediated by spatial

orientation or spatial visualization skills. On the other hand, results

lend support to the hypothesis that spatial PT performance is a complex
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skill that is significantly influenced by contextual variables and task

demands. There were strong separate effects due to stimulus arrange

ment, response mode, and the position from which inferences are made

about an observer1s perspectives. Further, there were no significant

effects due to gender differences on the spatial PT task or on either of

the spatial ability tests.

Thus, the data indicate that the spatial PT task requires addition

al cognitive operations beyond social inferential distinctions. Future

research might be most fruitful in the context of an information

processing approach whereby component sub-skills such as verbal, propo

sitional, or computational-type processes may be identified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most enterprising endeavors of the human species is

the attempt to understand the nature of homo sapiens. As Flavell (1977)

aptly puts it:

The really interesting concepts of this world have
the nasty habit of avoiding our most determined at
tempts to pin them down, to make them say something
definite and make them stick to it. Their meanings
perversely remain multiple, ambiguous, imprecise,
and above all, unstable and open--open to argument
and disagreement to sometimes drastic reformation
and redefinition .... So it is with that concept
called cognition. (p.1)

In the inquiry of human understanding, several theoretical ap-

proaches may be identified. Generally speaking, each theoretical orien-

tat ion may be said to accept, to some degree, a view of humankind as a

complexly organized cognitive system. One such theoretical approach

which seems especially promising is what might be termed the structural-

ist-organismic orientation, reflecting ideas drawn principally from the

cognitive theories of Piaget (1970) and Werner (1948). Research in so-

sial cognition has often been discussed in terms of such a cognitive-

structural context. In the early years, Werner proposed that "all

development is a process of transition from global, undifferentiated

states to states of greater differentiation, specification and hierarchi-

cal integration." Stated sl ightly differently, human development can be

characterized by a shift from "eqocent r l sm" to "perspectivism" (Langer,

1970; Looft, 1972; Piaget & Inhelder, 1956; Werner, 1948).

Social Cognition

It is only recently that social scientists have begun to seriously
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study the nature and development of cognitive processes deal ing with

human interactions. There is an increasing awareness of the importance

of a child's emotional and social-cognitive development. The sole em

phasis on cognitive development is seen as preventing the child from

obtaining a well-rounded education. The provision of mental health and

psychological services to needy or disadvantaged famil ies by Head Start

programs, as well as the appearance of social competence objectives in

school curriculum guidelines, and the listing of specific social skills

as "performance expectations" by the Hawai i State Department of Education

further attest to a widespread acknowledgment of critical skills outside

the realm of cognitive abilities (Bail & Pang, 1978).

Two major theories for understanding and conceptualizing the pro

cess of human social interaction have been articulated. The position

taken by social learning theory is that a conditioning process takes

place "whereby cues originally associated with direct, external rewards

become paired with overt behaviors" (Bail & Pang, 1978). Although social

learning theory has been useful in the explanation of the effects of

modeling on imitative behavior in children, Bail and Pang have pointed

out that research in this area has not fully addressed the developmental

aspects of cognition by relating such learning to cognitive or social

development. In contrast, research in the area of social cognitive de

velopment has provided empirical support for assuming a direct relation

ship between developing cognitive abil ities and learned social

behaviors (Chandler, 1973; Drudy, 1978; Houssiadas & Brown, 1980;

Kohlberg, 1969; Rubin & Schneider, 1973).

According to Piagetian theory (Flavell, 1977), the growth of a

child's cogntive capabilities is characterized by qualitatively
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different stages of development. Stages are assumed to follow a univer-

sal and invariant developmental sequence. For example, Lawrence

Kohlberg's (1969) theory of moral development is characterized by such

stages of development. Research conducted in Mexico, Taiwan, and Turkey

lends support to his hypothesized universal sequence of moral reasoning

stages. One of Kohlberg's most interesting proposals is that the con

cept of justice, interpreted as a system of cognitive-structural compo

nents, is the basic organizer of social cognition at all developmental

levels.

Although social cognition deals primarily with the social inter

actions rather than the physical or logical-mathematical ones, there are

similarities and parallels that thread through all three realms (Berndt,

Note I; Flavell, 1977). Attempts to investigate the child's social

world hav~ led some theorists to extend Piagetian-Wernerian ideas of

cognitive development in the physical and logical analytic realms to

cognitive development in the social realm (Damon, 1977; Feffer, 1959;

Flavell, 1977).

Piaget was among the first to systematically study the responses

of children in a social situation, but his studies did not lead him to

conclude that the interpersonal reasoning of children was qualitatively

different from their logical reasoning. Piaget's orientation was essen

tially that of an interactionist. The notion of separate domains of in

terpersonal and impersonal cognition is, from a Piagetian perspective,

an artificial cleavage. Parallel development across interpersonal and

impersonal spheres has been advocated by a number of researchers

(Chandler, 1977; Damon, 1977; Flavell, 1963; Kohlberg, 1969; Youniss,

1975) .
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By defining a Piagetian interactionist perspective of social cog-

nition, Chandler (1977) has argued that the split between impersonal

and interpersonal cognition is artificial; and has outlined divisions in

social cognition research. The separation of the subject (assimilatory

processes) and object (accomodatory processes) poles of the subject-

object interaction is seen as self-defeating. Because most of the re-

search done in the area of social cognition has not been undertaken from

an interactionist view, Chandler argues that most research has placed

inordinate emphases on either the subject or object pole. Research in

person perception, social sensitivity and social awareness, for example,

has placed more emphasis on the accomodatory (i.e., object) processes,

while research on egocentrism and perspective-taking (PT) focus more on

assimilatory (i.e., subject) aspects of socio-cognitive development.'

Other theorists, however, have argued for a more central research

focus on PT ability. In fact, Forbes (1978) and Kohlberg (1969) have

essentially argued that social cognition depends upon the development of

PT ability. Damon (1977) has formulated a theory of social cognition in

which PT is a IIlimited, general structure," pervasive in its influence

on social concepts of social cognition. According to Damon's theory, the

domain of social cognition is composed of general structures (classifi-

cation and compensation), the partial structure of PT, and a fusion of

organizing principles and social concepts (e.g., positive justice). All

social concepts are believed to be correlated to some extent since these

lperspective-taking ability, or the ability to reason or make inferences
about another, has interchangeably been referred to as role-taking
(Flavell, 1974; Kurdek, 1978; Rubin, 1973; Shantz, 1975). For the pur
poses of expedience and consistency, the term perspective-taking CPT)
will be adopted in the present paper.
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concepts are similarly influenced by the general and partial structures.

Damon further argues that as a partial structure, PT is involved in rea

soning about virtually all social concepts, but has limited application

in the understanding of social regulation.

Historical Development of the Perspective-taking (PT) Construct

The development of inferences about another's perspective may be

of more importance in human affairs than the semantic meaning of PT

might initially imply. The role of PT ability as a central mediating

mech~nism in socio-cognitive processes has garnered strong support from

researchers and theorists alike (Baldwin, 1906; Damon, 1977; Feffer,

1959; Flavell, Botkin, Fry, Wright & Jarvis, 1968; Forbes, 1978;

Kohlberg, 1969; Mead, 1934).

The PT construct has evolved primarily through the early contribu

tions of theorists James Mark Baldwin (1906), George Herbert Mead (1934),

and Jean Piaget (1926). Mead considered PT (i .e., role-taking) as the

crux of human social intell igence, pervasive in nature with implications

that range from dyadic interchange, to one's grasp of broader, societal

poir,ts of view (Forbes, 1978). The inabil ity to accurately assess

another's thoughts and intentions, on the other hand, is paramount to so

cial and cognitive dysfunction. In Mead's role theory, PT ability was

furthermore a necessary process for symbolic communication and the es

tablishment of social relations in human society.

Piaget (Piaget & Inhelder, 1956) studied children's developing con

ceptions of space. Piaget's major contributions to the area of PT re

search were his development of a perspective coordinations task ("Three

mountains task") and his formulation of two related concepts,
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"eqocent r l srn" and "decent ret ion" (Piaget, 1926; Piaget & Inhelder, 1956).

While egocentrism may be considered a state, characterized by a lack of

differentiation between the perspectives of self and other, decentering

is a process which helps alleviate egocentrism, and enables the child to

distinguish and establish equilibrium between perspectives on a given

event (Feffer, 1959; Feffer & Gourevitch, 1960). Piaget's concept of

egocentrism thus refers to the c~~ld's inability to decenter, or to

shift, focus and coordinate multiple perspectives.

One of the earliest exploratory treatments of PT was the study by

Flavell et al. (1968) of PT in a variety of contexts. The results of

this research effort helped establish an empirical base from which con

ceptions about the social-cognitive nature of children's thoughts could

be evaluated. The pioneering efforts of Flavell et al., together with

Piaget's work and the decline in influence of behavioristic conceptions,

provided the initial thrust for the momentum in current PT research.

The Nature and Validity of the PT Construct

What is (or are) the defining attribute(s) of PT? Mead (1934) has

considered PT as the mental placing of one1s self in another's position;

the realization of another's point of view. Sarbin (1954) simply defines

PT as the ability to take the perspective of another. Selman and Bryne

(1974) define PT as lithe ability to understand the self ... land! to

react to others as like the self, and to react to the self's behavior

from the other's point of view" (p. 803). Other researchers and

theorists have provided definitions for egocentrism, the antithesis of

PT abi 1ity. Looft (1972) defines egocentrism as "an imbeddedness in

one I s own point of view" (p , 74), whereas FeHer (1959, 1970) defines it
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as an inability to shift one's attention to other aspects of an event.

Piaget (1926) defined it as a lack of differentiation in some aspect of

subject-object interaction. According to Ford (1979), the commonality

of these egocentrism definitions is a failure of the child to perceive

the situation or event in more than one way. The one way of perceiving

is that which is easiest; no conceptual elaboration occurs beyond one's

perceptual field.

Together, the above conceptual definitions of PT show a great deal

of commonality. In contrast, the operational definitions of PT ability

have been extremely diverse. For example, PT has been operationally de

fined by spatial perspectivism in simple and complex spatial arrays,

cognitive inferences from cartoon sequences in which privileged informa

tion is available to one but not to another, reasoning about moral or

social dilemmas, recognition of the recursive nature of thought in a

social interaction or of the referential nature of verbal communication,

and, recognition of the affect of another.

While the exact nature of PT ability may not be clear, successful

performance on current PT tasks appears to reflect cognitive-structural

capabilities. Typically, the researcher presents the subject with a PT

task representing a gap between at least two ~erspectives. The subject

attempts to bridge this schism to demonstrate an ability to realize a

perspective other than the subject's own. Also, research investigations

often attend to identifying which cognitive abilities are needed to help

bridge perspectives or which intellectual dispositions or attributes in

terfere with the PT process.

Current attempts to understand and conceptual ize the process of PT

have roots that trace back to Piaget1s (1926) concept of egocentrism.
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The Three-mountains experiment used in Piaget and Inhelder's (1956)

study of the child's conception of space has been frequently cited as

supporting the construct of egocentrism (Borke, 1975). As a proto

typical task and essentially the spatial analog of egocentrism proper,

the Three-mountains task has been of central focus in research on chil

dren's egocentric thought. Borke interpreted the results of the Three

mountains task in terms of both PT ability and egocentrism. PT ability

may be conceptualized as directly related to decentration, while in

versely related to egocentrism.

In the Three-mountains task, children between 4 and 12 years of

age were asked to imagine how a doll would view the three mountain

landscape from different surrounding positions. Based on several meth

ods used to assess the child's ability to visualize the doll's perspec

tive, Piaget and Inhelder concluded that the child's thoughts were

characterized by egocentric tendencies even in late middle-childhood

(9-10 years). Partial replications were reported by Dodwell (1963) and

Laurendeau and Pinard (1970). Further attempts to replicate Piaget and

Inhelder's results, however, were largely unsupportive in terms of the

percentages of egocentric-like errors across developmental levels

(Borke, 1975; Coie, Costanzo & Fernill, 1973; Fehr, 1978; Fishbein,

Lewis & Keiffer, 1972; Ford, 1979). In general, results from the bulk

of ensuing investigations did not substantiate the findings of Piaget

and Inhelder (1956).

Based on their own research, Flavell et al. (1968) hypothesize

that one factor plays a primary role in PT tasks. This crucial element

is the child's ability to perceive the task situation as adults do:
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ambiguous, non-specific data subject to more than a single interpreta

tion. Another characteristic found to be predictive of PT skill was

the child's ability to provide plausible explanations of another's mo

tivational intent. PT usually demands more than a mere ability to take

another's perspective. It also requires an ability to search for

another perspective, while simultaneously suppressing one's own insis

tent perspective, which presumably intrudes upon such perspective

searching and perspective-taking.

The appearance of stage-like distinctions in PT ability lends

additional support to the notion that cognitive-structural components

underlie PT performance. The possible existence of an ontogenetic se

quence comparable to Piaget's cognitive "stages" has been a focus of

some research (Table 1). Feffer (1959, 1970) and Feffer and Gourevitch

(1960) equate social role-taking with the Piagetian concept of social

decentering. Feffer has delineated a series of levels which represent

qualitatively different, sequential, developmental levels of decenter

ing: simple refocusing (lack of coordination between perspective);

consistent elaboration (sequential coordination between perspectives

attained) and change of perspective (simultaneous coordination of pers

pectives achieved). Selman (1971; Selman & Bryne, 1974) has constructed

a similar system of PT levels up into adulthood, with results similar to

Feffer's (1959) PT levels. In the first level (Level 0), there is no

evidence that the young child is able to differentiate or coordinate

perspectives. Higher levels of PT ability represent an ability to dif

ferentiate between perspectives (Levell), then an ability to distin

guish sequential ordering of different perspectives (Level 2), then



Table I

Developmental levels of Cognition and Perspective-taking

AGE

o

COGNIT ION

PIAGET a

SENSORI-MOTOR (0-2 yrs.)
from neonatal, reflex levels of self

world to organization of sensory-molor ac
tions; involves simple perceptual and
motor adjustments to physical objects.

INTUITIVE/PREOPERATIONAL (2-7 yrs.)
Preparation period for operational

thought; beginnings of symbolic, repre
sentations or intuitions.

PERSPECTIVE-TAKING

SElMAN & BRYNE b

LEVEl 0

No evidence of differentiation or coordi
nation of perspectives (predominantly O-~

yrs.) .

fEfFERc

6

8

9

10

II

12

13

CONCRETE OPERATIONAL (7-11 yrs.)
Formation of stable, orderly conceptual

organization of surrounding environment;
deals primarily with world of reality, not
possibilities; cognitive acts are part of
system, but this system is concrete In
nature.

FORMAL OPERATIONAL (II yrs. on)
Able to deal with abstract, proposi

tional thought; distinction between real
and potential; system of operations is
integrated and "bvprrt he t ico-deduct ive"
in character.

aAdapted from Flavell (1963).
bAdapted from Selman & Bryne (1974).
cAdapted f ron FeHer (1959).

LEVEL I
Evidence of differentiation, but not

coordination of perspectives (evident in
most 6 yr. olds).

LEVEL 2
Capable of distinguishing, sequential order

ing of different perspectives, but not simulta
neous coordination of multiple perspectives
(characterized In 8-9 yr. olds).

LEVEl 3
Capable of simultaneous coordination of

multiple perspectives (evident in 8 and 10 yr.
olds).

SIMPLE REFOCUSING
Evidence of distinguishing thoughts of dif

ferent people from different viewpoints, but
relatively Inconsistent decenterlng (i.e.,
changes from one v lewpoin t to another).

CONSISTENT ELABORATION
Evidence of continuity between successive

decenterings; changes In character role
description consistent.

CHANGE OF PERSPECTIVES
Evidence of balanced decenterlng not only

between, but within viewpoints taken; I.e.,
viewpoints themselves are developed in con
sistent manner.

o
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finally, an ability to coordinate multiple perspectives simultaneously

(Leve 1 3).

In an effort to explicate the PT process, several researchers

have proposed models of interpersonal cognition. Flavell (1974; et al.,

1968) has proposed a general model whereby the information-processing

components existence, need, inference and application are depicted as

necessary and sufficient for successful PT performance. Oppenheimer

(1978) has incorporated a numbe r of related concepts such as recursivity

of thought in social interactions into his rather elaborate model of PT.

Selman's (1977) contribution has been a hierarchical model of social

cognition, which he considers synonymous with social PT. Enright

(1976) has formulated a model of social cognition which integrates both

Selman's social PT approach and Flavell's information-processing ap

proach. Enright's model assumes a parallelism among different social

and strictly cognitive decentering tasks. Distinguishing features of

human social PT, such as the dynamic system of relations, recursive

thinking, and the simultaneous consideration of other's thoughts, in

tentions, and feelings during communicating, are also consolidated in

Enright's model.

Flavell et al. (1968) conceive PT as part of the whole cognitive

fabric, inseparable from other cognitive processes. The implication is

that instead of PT being related to Piagetian constructs as a separate

entity, it may be that PT and some of Piaget's constructs are the same

phenomenon described in different terms because of the researcher's

"theoretical pre.d i lection" (e.g., PT or decentration). Several re

searchers tend to agree with Flavell and the distinction between
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impersonal and interpersonal cognition is mitigated. Although social

PT is considered to be an aspect of interpersonal cognition, inter

personal and impersonal cognition share a fundamental identity. For

example, Selman and Bryne (1974) seem to consider the distinction as

only a phenotypic difference. Within a genotypic classification, it is

difficult to dissociate the types, suggesting an artificial difference

useful more in an analytical approach to epistomology, and less useful

in differentiating substantive differences.

Thus researchers in the field assume PT to be a part of a process

that is critical to social cognition. In fact, Forbes (1978) equates

PT with social cognition by fiat. As an elaboration of Mead's (1934)

general proposition of two types of PT, Forbes identifies three basic

PT activities: (a) PT in context, or situational PT, which develops

concurrently with language (Mead's " rol e of other"); (b) PT of "usual

persons" (i.e., the core of persons one interacts or identifies with);

and, (c) PT of the "genera 1i zed other" (Mead I s second type of PT, repre

senting conceptions of social roles, institutions, and general expecta

tions or social regulations). Taking the perspective of the generalized

other is assumed to encompass a broad, societal point of view, develop

ing during middle childhood with participation in organized and complex

social games (e.g., sports).

In spite of some inconsistency in PT terminology ~nd the varied

operational definitions, numerous studies have val idated preliminary

theoretical conceptions of PT (Chandler, 1973; DeVries, 1970; Feffer,

1959; FeHer & Gourevitch, 1960; Flavell et al., 1968; Kurdek, 1978;

Kurdek & Rodgon, 1975; Miller, Kessel & Flavell, 1970; Piaget &
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Inhelder, 1956; Rubin, 1973; Rubin & Schneider, 1973; Selman, 1971;

Selman & Bryne, 1974; Urberg & Docherty, 1976). Children's performance

on PT measures has also been found to be related to performance on other

cognitive-developmental tasks such as classification (Damon, 1977),

compensation (Damon, 1977), conservation (Rubin, 1973; Swinson, 1966),

and decentration (Feffer, 1959; Feffer & Gourevitch, 1960). PT ability

has been found to be related to such cognitive measures as intelligence

(DeVries, 1970), communication (Glucksberg & Krauss, 1967; Shantz,

1975), recursive thinking (Milleret a l . , 1970; Rubin, 1973), private

speech (Rubin, 1973), mental rotation (Guay, 1975), spatial relation

ships (Nigl & Fishbein, 1974), and logic (Verkozen, 1975).

There is also a substantial amount of empirical evidence that re

lates PT to a number of skills of considerable social-psychological

and/or educational import. Some of the prosocial behaviors found to be

related to PT include: positive justice (Damon, 1977); altruism

(Chandler, 1973; Rubin & Schneider, 1973); and moral judgment (Damon,

1975; Marsh & Serafica, Note 2; Rubin & Schneider, 1973). Chandler

(1973) found a strong inverse relationship between PT and antisocial

behavior; a similar relationship was partially supported in a study by

Feshbach and Feshback (1969).

Problems in PT Research

Three major problems that plague current PT research are (a) the

questionable validity of egocentrism as a central, explanatory con

struct, (b) the unclear dimensionality of the PT construct, and (c)

the disturbing absence of or inconsistencies in reported psychometric

properties obtained on PT measures. The first two problems pertain
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primarily to theory; the third, to methodology.

Current theories of PT are most hampered by the glaring inadequacy

of egocentrism as the explanatory construct of PT ability. Piaget and

Inhelder's well-known spatial study, published in 1956 and purported to

assess egocentrism, served as the impetus for subsequent investigations

of the child's ability to infer spatial, cognitive or affective perspec

tives of an "othe r" (observer). Results from the Three-mountains ex

periment led Piaget and Inhelder to conclude that the coordination of

perspectives was not an easy task for children younger than nine or ten

years old, and the performance of younger children is best explained in

terms of the unitary egocentrism construct. As it was pointed out pre

viously, egocentrism is a characteristic of young children who are

unable to coordinate the perspectives of others with their own perspec

tives. It was further argued that as the cognitive development of the

child progressed through successive stages of mental functioning, the

child would eventually learn to incorporate and coordinate perspectives

both from outside and from within the child's own (egocentric) frame of

reference.

Although Piaget and Inhelder have argued that PT requires a glo

bal, unitary construct like egocentrism, researchers have generally been

unable to substantiate their findings (Coie, Costanzo & Farnhi11, 1973;

Eliot & Dayton, 1976; Fehr, 1978; Ford, 1979; Pufall, 1975; Rubin, 1974).

Flavell (1978) has noted that the Three-mountains task appears to be an

extremely difficult task for young children. Given less complex PT

tasks, children as young as two to three years old seem to possess PT

ski lIs (Borke , 1975; Fishbein et al., 1972; Flavell et al., 1968).
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Also, some researchers attempting to replicate Piaget and Inhelder's

findings have found that in analyzing the errors of children across age

groups, the proportion of egocentric-like errors (i.e., children attri

bute their own view to the other's perspective), as opposed to other

errors, actually increased from early childhood to early adolescence

(Fishbein et al., 1972). These results are in direct contrast to

Piaget and Inhelder's (1956) finding that children younger than 9-10

years are egocentric and do not readily demonstrate PT ability.

A second problem with the assessment of PT concerns its dimen

sional ity. In her classic review, Shantz (1975) categorized PT abil ity

into three conceptual domains of social inference: spatial PT (infer

ences about what the other is seeing); cognitive PT (inferences about

what the other is thinking or intending); and affective PT (inferences

about what the other is feeling). Results from investigative efforts in

all three domains, however, are context-specific. That is, results are

heavily influenced not only by theoretical PT skills, but also by task

variables considered extraneous to the focus of the PT task. Chandler

(1977) has pointed out that the measured amount of PT skill a child has

depends on which PT task is used and how PT ability is defined. With

few exceptions (Feffer, 1959; Rubin, 1973), the low correlations across

PT domains and the context-specificity of empirical results seem to in

dicate that the PT construct may be multidimensional rather than uni

dimensional in nature (Ford, 1979; Hudson, 1978; Kurdek, 1977a, 1978,

1979; Kurdek & Rodgon, 1975; QIConnor, 1977; Rubin, 1978; Kurdek, Note

3; Rubin, Note 4). Additional support for the multidimensional nature of

PT stems from several studies which have identified, in lieu of a
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strong singular ability like decentration, separate cognitive skills

that are required for the successful completion of PT tasks (Kurdek &

Rodgon, 1975; Piche, Michlin, Rubin & Johnson, 1975; Urberg & Docherty,

1976).

A third problem is the wide disparity found in the psychometric

properties of PT measures even within a given PT domain. Although in

terrater reI iability estimates on PT tasks responses are typically about

.90, and interrater agreement is usually between 80-100% (Ford, 1979;

Kurdek, Note 3), internal consistency and test-retest reliability esti

mates fall in the range of .22 (Kurdek, 1979) to .95 (Rubin, 1973).

Also, attempts to establish construct validity by demonstrating high

intercorrelations among various measures of spatial PT have been largely

unsuccessful (Hudson, 1978; Rubin, 1978). Psychometric data on spatial

PT tasks especially are often incomplete or simply unavailable (Ford,

1979). Similar psychometric problems have also been identified con

cerning task difficulty (Borke, 1975; Kurdek & Rodgon, 1975; Sullivan &

Hunt, 1967; Urbain & Kendall, 1980), intercorrelations among PT tasks

(Berndt, Note I; Hudson, 1978), reliability estimates (Hudson, 1978;

Kurdek, 1977b; Urbain & Kendall, 1980) and convergent and discriminant

validity (Rubin, 1978; Shantz, 1975). Further, several researchers have

argued compellingly that direct comparisons among different PT tasks are

inappropriate (Enright & Lapsley, 1980; Kurdek, Note 3; Kurdek & Rodgon,

1975; Rubin, 1978; Sullivan & Hunt, 1967). Too often, it seems, chil

dren1s behavior on PT tasks is explainable in large part by factors ex

ternal to the PT construct.
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Extraneous Factors Found to Influence Spatial PT Performance

Previous research leaves little doubt that there are significant

effects on PT performance due to factors considered extraneous to the PT

construct. Such results are especially convincing in the spatial do-

main. In a review of spatial PT research, Fehr (1978) showed that un-

less the task stimuli and procedures were almost identical to the

original Three-mountains task used by Piaget and Inhelder (1956), at-

tempts to replicate their research have failed. A large part of the

ambiguity may be attributed to differences in operationalization and

methodology.

Responses to spatial PT tasks seem heavily influenced by the par

ticular "task demand characteristics" inherent in the assessment used. 2

Several investigators, for instance, have found that the complexity of

the stimulus array has a pronounced effect on spatial PT performance

(Brodzinsky, Jackson & Overton, 1972; Cox, 1975; Eiser, 1976; Eliot &

Dayton, 1976; Garber, 1975; Hoy, 1974; Kurdek, 1978). Similarly, re-

searchers have noted the influence of the response requirements (Borke,

1975; Dodwell, 1963; Eiser, 1974, 1977; Garber, 1975; Kurdek, 1979;

Oppenheimer, 1977). Both the stimulus array complexity and the response

modality seem to necessitate additional computational processes that

either facilitate or inhibit the demonstration of PT ability. These

mental operations necessary for successful completion of the PT task

are not clearly identified, but investigators (e.g., Flavell, 1974) have

2For a detailed listing of the specific task demand characteristics of
spatial PT tasks, see Table 2. The term "demand characteristic" was
first coined by Orne (1962) to describe problems of ecological valid
ity due to different experimental situations.
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sometimes referred to such operations as computational skills.

Variation in the orientation or position of the other (observer)

with respect to the stimulus array has also been a frequent focus of PT

research (Cox, 1977; Eiser, 1974; Nig1 & Fishbein, 1974; Pufa11, 1975;

Walker & Go11in, 1977). Generally, the across (1800 from the child)

position has been found to be more difficult than either of the side

(900 , 2700 ) positions (Cox, 1977; Nigl & Fishbein, 1974; Pufall, 1975),

with one exception (Eiser, 1974).

In addition to evidence found on effects due specifically to stim

ulus array, response mode or position, there are numerous studies that

show the significant influence of task complexity or task requirements

in general. Though an exhaustive list is not attempted here, the

author has reviewed over 25 additional studies that indicate a signifi

cant effect due to task complexity or general task requirements on spa

tial PT performance. The following list is an indication of the extent

to which such task demands are found: Borke (1975); Brodzinsky et al.

(1972); Cox (1975, 1977); Dodwel1 (1963); Donaldson (1978); Eiser

(1977); Eliot and Dayton (1976); Fehr (1978); Fishbein et a1. (1972);

Herman and Coyne (1980); Hobson (1980); Hoffman (1977); Houssiadas and

Brown (1980); Hoy (1974, 1975); Ives (1980); Kurdek (1979); Liben

(1978); Masangkay, McC~uskey, Mcintyre, Sims-Knight, Vaughn, and

Flavell (1974); Meshongnek (1977); O·Connor (1977); Oppenheimer (1977);

Phinney and Nummedal (1979); Presson (1980); Pufa11 (1975); Shantz

(1975); Walker and Go11in (1977).

Even with the large number of studies that document the effect of

task variables and situational factors, there have been few attempts to
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synthesize the results of these studies. Fehr (1978) prepared an ex

tensive review of the spatial PT literature and a summary of the varia

bles that were found to influence performance on spatial PT measures.

The following variables were identified as methodological constraints

that influence spatial PT performance: (a) number and type of stimuli

depicted in the spatial array; (b) the orientation(s) of the other (the

vantage point from which inferences about the visual perspectives are

made); (c) the nature of the task performed by the subject; (d) the ~u~·

ber and type of choice stimuli; and (e) the animate or inanimate na

ture of the other (person or doll) with whom or which the child attempts

to coordinate perspectives.

The number and type of stimuli used in the spatial array have been

determined to be important factors in spatial PT performance. As the

coordination of perspectives task involves more stimulus objects in the

array, the task becomes more difficult. As more familiar objects are

used or as the objects contain more distinctive features, the task be

comes easier.

The different orientations of the other from which the child is

asked to make inferences about the corresponding viewpoints is another

factor. Fehr notes that it is not clear, for example, whether side

views (900 and 2700 ) are relatively easy or difficult spatial PT orien

tations. A study by Cox (1977) seems to indicate that the side views

are of equal difficulty, and these views are both easier than the

across (1800 ) viewpoint relative to the subject.

The type of task performed by the child is another factor that

has been found to influence spatial PT performance. For example,
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responses requiring a reconstruction of the spatial viewpoint seem more

difficult than those merely requiring the recognition of the correct

perspective through selection of photographs or rotation of the spatial

array.

According to Fehr (1978). a factor often overlooked in the re

search literature is the variation of choice stimuli. For example,

three-dimensional choice stimuli have been found to be easier than two

dimensional choice stimuli, but few researchers seem to acknowledge

that this task-related variation affects the nature of statements made

about the development of PT ability.

The final methodological constraint to be considered involves the

nature of the other in perspective tasks. Young children seem to have

a difficult time comprehending instructions given by the experimenter

that require the child to entertain the supposition that the doll could

see. It is not surprising then, that children have difficulty antici

pating the doll's visual perspective. Cox (1975) has shown that children

tend to respond more egocentrically when a doll rather than a person is

used as the other.

For the investigator in search of a viable measure of spatial PT.

Fehr (1978) recommends that the following guidelines be met: (a) a per

son should serve as the other; (b) the other should occupy a wide varie

ty of positions; (c) inferential rather than recognition or reconstruc

tion tasks should be used (i.e., the child should not be offered the

opportunity to walk around the spatial array in the familiarization pro

cess); and (d) the spatial array should consist of more than one object

(to avoid the ceiling effects obtained from simple arrays).
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Fehr's contributions are needed by researchers who plan to inves

tigate the nature of spatial PT. In another sense, however, his sug

gestions may be too restrictive. If one were to carefully follow Fehr's

detailed suggestions, conflicts within the researcher's specific experi

mental design might occur. In other words, Fehr's suggestions are im

portant, but highly specific and concrete. What is needed is a concep

tual ization of "ext raneous variables" that is more basic, and lends a

pinch of flexibility that researchers might need in meeting their re

search goals. For example, the suggestion by Fehr that real people be

used instead of dolls would be of less importance if the overall task

were very meaningful to the child. Hughes (cited in Donaldson, 1978) de

vised a visual coordination of perspectives task ("policeman task") that

appears to be inherently meaningful, and is readily understood by chil

dren as young as three years old. Assessment of an ability to coordi

nate perspectives within such a format leads the researcher to conclude

that the onset of spatial PT ability appears at a much earlier age than

originally believed.

Because a more basic understanding of the factors that affect per

formance on spatial PT tasks is needed, a summary of the critical task

demands was developed by the present author (see Table 2). Such a

summary will hopefully enable researchers to avoid the pitfalls identi

fied by Fehr (1978), and still retain flexibility in the research de

sign. The critical task demands summary is also of value as a checklist

and as an aid in determining possible interactive effects as a conse

quence of the enhancing or cancelling properties of certain variables

(e.g., response mode).
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Table 2

Summary of Critical Spatial Perspective-taking (PT)
Task Demand Characteristics

I. Task demands as a function of the stimulus

A. Object discrimination (i.e., the relative ease of identifying
the "distinctive features" of the stimulus objects)

1. Symmetry of object array: asymmetrical displays or ob
jects appear easier; the more similar the child's view
(i.e., egocentric view) is to other's view, the more likely
the egocentric perspective is considered adequate as
representative of other's view (Pufall, 1975)

2. Familiarity of objects: minimal time is needed to process
information about novel stimuli; concrete and abstract ob
jects differ in the difficulty with which they can be per
ceptually discriminated (e.g., children are more success
ful with repl icas of animals than with geometric shapes
I ike cones)

3. Provision of verbal labels: performance may be facilitated
if labels of critical features of objects (i .e., front,
back, side) are given (Ives, 1980), especially for young
chi ldren

B. Complexity of the operations required due to stimulus array

1. Number of objects = I: external transformation are re
quired when inferences are needed for different vantage
points

2. Number of objects = 3: both external transformations and
subsequent compensatory operations are required (Compen
satory operations are movements and adjustments made within
the spatial configuration--e.g., possible left-right,
front-back reversals if the vantage point of inference to
be made is 1800 from the child's view.)

3. Complexity of operations seems dependent on the particular
arrangement of stimulus objects, and the particular res
ponse mode utilized.

II. Task demands as a function of the person

A. Clarity of task goals

1. Instructions
a. Minimal dependence on complex verbal instructions

usually best

2. Motives
a. The presence of implicit motIves has facilitated
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Table 2. (Continued) Surrmary of Critical Spatial
Perspective-taking (PT) Task Demand

Characteristics

performance in PT tasks (Hughes, cited in Donaldson,
1978)

3. Animate vs. inanimate "other": Inanimate object is more
difficult, especially for the young child

B. Perspective-taking ability

1. Levels of PT ability (adapted from Selman and Bryne, 1974;
also see Table 1)
Level 0: No awareness that different perspectives exist;

Piaget1s concept that the child fails to acknowledge
the relativity of perspectives

Levell: Awareness that different perspectives exist, but
inability to maintain own perspective while simulta
neously taking other's perspective

Level 2: Ability to anticipate or determine what other's
perspective is like; ability to reflect upon self's
behavior and motivations as an other would see them;
ability to anticipate other's reactions to child's own
motives or purposes (This can happen sequentially
only, not simultaneously or mutually.)

Level 3: Ability to analyze how other's perspective is
structured; ability to differentiate the self's perspec
tive from the generalized perspective, that point of
view taken by some average member of a group; ability
to consider more than one party's point of view simul
taneously and mutually

I II. Task demands as a function of response

A. Response modes (e.g., behavioral responses such as rotation,
recognition or reconstruction) interact with other task de
mand characteristics

1. Complexity of the mental operations needed for solution is
influenced by the type of response mode (identical with
task demands as function of the stimulus, I.B.3 above)
a. Example: although a reconstruction response would

tend to require internal adjustments given a symmetri
cal, equilateral spatial array of three cones, a
rotation response would conceivably eliminate the
need for such operations. Put another way, the higher
level computational PT (Flavell, 1978) is eliminated
when a rotation response is used.

2. Amount of memory load required for familiar and unfamiliar
stimuli influenced by response mode
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In Search of Alternative Explanations of Spatial PT Behavior

There are strong justifications for the systematic study of PT

tasks to be continued specifically within the domain of spatial PT:

(a) Inference-making about another's visual percepts is purported
to be a fundamental ability that is related to social inference
making (Flavell, 1978) and cognitive skills such as classifica
tion (Damon, 1977) and conservation (Rubin, 1973).

(b) There is a need to reconsider the conceptualization of PT in
light of evidence that relates spatial PT with two specific
aspects of PT (referential communication and recursive thought)
that appear to represent quite different content areas (Ford,
1979; Shantz, 1975).

(c) There is a substantial amount of literature on spatial ability,
a field of study that one could argue is logically related to
the study of spatial PT. A careful, systematic examination of
the relationship between these two spatial areas seems appro
priate at this time.

(d) There is some evidence that spatial PT is empirically linked to
important prosocial behaviors (Chandler, 1973; Damon, 1975,
1977) .

There seems to be agreement among researchers who study spatial PT

that the ability to infer another's visual percepts is a complex, social-

cognitive ski 11 (e.g., Flavell, 1978; Kurdek, 1979). The concept of

(spatial) egocentrism has been a rather alluring concept that appears to

have a fair amount of face validity. But finding support for such a

unidimensional construct has been difficult. Instead, most of the

literature cited impl ies that (spatial) PT performance is explained more

by task demand characteristics than by the theoretical construct of

egocentrism. As Ginsberg and Opper (1969) have stated, "Piaget fully

recognized that his early concepts were only preliminary and tentative,

not final and conclusive. Much confusion, for example, has arisen over

the concept of egocentrism" (p. 116). Cronbach and Meehl (cited in

Ford, 1979) have suggested that the two impl ications of negative
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evidence for a construct are that either: (a) some or all the tasks

are poor measures of the construct; or (b) the theory that specifies the

meaning of the construct is incorrect.

If the concept of egocentrism has been misleading or confusing as

an explanatory construct of PT performance in general, what alternative

explanations might there be? In a recent study by Ford (1979), the con-

struct validity of egocentrism was not supported, since most task inter-

correlations were low and often nonsignificant. Based upon such evi-

dence and a further analysis of key egocentrism tasks, Ford proposed an

alternative interpretation of the data incorporating constructs that

refer to the general level of cognitive, perceptual or linguistic de-

velopment of the child. It is Ford's contention that some doubt is cast

upon that part of Piaget's theory that attempts to explain the meaning

of egocentrism.

In an attempt to explore the hypothesized unitary construct of ego-

centrism, Rubin (1973) found that a spatial task, a referential communi-

cation task and a recursive thought task seem to form a cluster that

share some reI iable variance even with the effects of general intelli

gence partial led out. 3 Ford (1979) has pointed out that upon closer

analysis, and given the nature of the stimuli in all three tasks, the

common variation within the triad might be best explained in terms of a

general mastery of a spatial or perceptual component rather than by the

egocentrism construct. A suggestion offered by Ford is that research be

3Measures of referential communication require communication of certain
key "referents" for successful task completion (Flavell et al., 1968).
Recursive thought refers to one's awareness of the recursive nature of
social cognition (e.g., "She's thinking of her mother thinking of her
brother"). (Miller et aI., 1970)
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directed to ascertain whether a " straightforward, cognitive reinterpre

tation" of PT might be a viable alternative to egocentrism.

Although the authors of one study (Enright & Lapsley, 1980) have

expressed reservations over Ford's (1979) specific conclusions, the na

ture of PT is in definite need of clarification (Kurdek, 1978; Shantz,

1975). In a review of selected spatial, cognitive and affective PT

measures, for example, Kurdek (1978) concluded that there is a need to

understand what requisite cognitive abilities might best explain PT

behavior.

Piaget and Inhelder (1956) assumed the Three-mountains task re

quires concrete operational abil ity involving two systems of operations.

The first system is cognitive in nature and involves coordination of

internalized actions among the stimulus objects. Piaget and Inhelder

suggested that IIreversibility" and "transformational" activities were

required within this cognitive system. The second system was more so

cial in nature and the authors referred to it as the ability to coordi

nate different points of (social) views. Both systems were believed to

be intricately linked to principles of projective geometry, and to

childhood egocentrism.

Flavell (1974) made a distinction between the ability to realize

that the other has a perspective different from that of self (level 1),

and the ability to specify exactlv how that perspective is represented

(Level 2). The first distinction is relevant to social cognition; the

second relies more on a child's spatial manipulative abil ity, and is

less social in character. The child's PT ability, even when manifest in

a relatively nonsocial context, bears important implications for
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social-cognitive research (Fishbein et a1., 1972; Selman, 1971). The

opposite of egocentrism, the recognition of one1s own subjectivity

(through the process of decentering), and the ability to transcend this

subjectivity appear central to the development of social understanding

(Forbes, 1978). If spatial manipulative ability is indeed operative in

F1avell 1s (1974) Level 2 functioning, then complex spatial PT tasks

might involve spatial ability (SA) as defined by traditional factor

analytic studies. In 1ight of the inconsistent findings within the

spatial PT literature and Ford's (1979) suggestion for exploring alter

native explanations of (spatial) PT performance, the relationship be

tween spatial PT and SA seems especially worthwhile investigating.

Several researchers have alluded to the need to clarify the rela

tionship between spatial PT and SA (Cook, Note 5; Guay, 1975; McGee,

1979; Michael, Guilford, Fruchter & Zimmerman, 1957). A number of in

vestigators have hypothesized a direct relationship between spatial PT

and SA (Cook, Note 5; Guay, 1975; Harris & Bassett, 1976; Huttenlocher

& Presson, 1979; Nigl & Fishbein, 1974; Oppenheimer, 1978; Youniss,

1975). However, several researchers argue that no such relationship

exists (Goldberg & Meredith, 1975; Ives, 1977; Ives & Rakow, Note 6;

Kralovich, 1972). Cook (Note 5) contends that spatial PT has compo

nents of both SA and logical ability, but spatial PT is not in itself,

SA. Other researchers similarly hypothesize a logico-analytic component

in spatial PT (Damon, 1977; Ginsberg & Opper, 1969; Hughes, 1980;

Huttenlocher & Presson, 1979; Ives, 1977; Ives & Rakow, Note 6;

Oppenheimer, 1978; Verkozen, 1975). Ginsberg and Opper (1969), for ex

ample, suggest that spatial images simply assist the process of
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reasoning. Moreover, computational reasoning abilities assumed

necessary for spatial PT accuracy include near-far, left-right reversals

(Oppenheimer, 1978) and even structural descriptors of stimulus object

features such as front, back, left side, right side «(ves & Rakow, Note

6).

Spatial Ability (SA)

Historically, the spatial ability construct can be traced back some

60 years to the use of perceptual measures as nonverbal intelligence

tests. Thorndike (cited in Vandenberg, 1975) found that performance on

a u.S. Army aptitude (Beta) subtest referred as "Bl ock counting" did not

correlate highly with "general lnte l l lqence ;" Pioneering work was also

done by El Koussey (1935) who studied the visual perception of space

(ergo, the "k,11 or spatial factor). Similar evidence for an ability to

analyze spatial configurations has since been documented by factor ana

lysts whose original purpose was to study mechanical aptitude and prac

tical ability. Two excellent reviews by Smith (1964) and McGee (1979)

cover the historical and conceptual development of, and empirical evi

dence for, spatial abil ity. Both McGee (1979) and Smith (1964) cite ex

tensive work by early factor analysts that reflects a strong relationship

of spatial ability to certain technical, vocational and occupational

skills. The predictive validity of spatial skills relative to careers in

engineering, drafting, architecture, physics, machine design, and so

forth has been fairly well established (McGee, 1979; Poole & Stanley,

1972; Smith, 1964).

Kersh (Note 7) points out that the past five to six years have wit

nessed a revitalized interest in spatial ability research. For example,
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there has been in recent years, considerable interest in sources that

contribute to sex differences in mathematics and other quantitative

sciences. It is possible to interpret these specific sex differences as

a secondary consequence of differences in various spatial abilities

(Smith, 1964). The importance of spatial reasoning and its wide applica-

bility is made more evident by recognition of the variety of occupations

in which the U.S. Employment Service has acknowledged the need for "top-

level" spatial ability. These occupations span the gamut from airplane

designer to botanist, and from die checker to urologist. According to

Smith (1964):

Leonardo da Vinci is perhaps a good example of a
person who exhibited to a superlative degree the kind
of high general ability ... For not only was he remarkable
for his versatility, but his achievements were prodi
gious in many fields requiring a degree of spatial
ability, such as mechanics, engineering, architecture,
painting and sculpture.

Galton (1892) has observed that the 'formost
engineers are possessed of singular powers of physical
endurance and of boldness, combined with views of what
can and cannot be effected.' A high endowment of spa
tial ability certainly implies an aptitude for dealing
with spatial or mechanical problems but it appears to
have greater significance. If this view is correct, high
spatial ability provides a surer index or touchstone of
high general ability than does an endowment of high verbal
abi I ity (p , 84).

Of the numerous studies done on spatial ability, the two most con-

sistent factors found have been spatial orientation (SO) and spatial

visualization (Vz). Kelly (1928) first found evidence for the existence

of two spatial factors in samples of kindergarten children and nine-year-

olds. The first factor, SO, was characterized by an ability to perceive

and retain geometric configurations, and the second factor, Vz, was des-

cribed as an ability to mentally manipulate shapes. Supportive evidence
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from a large number of other researchers led McGee (1979) to conclude

that: IIfactor analytic studies .•. have provided strong and consistent

support for the existence of two distinct spatial abilities: visualiza

tion and orientation ll (p. 892).

Support for a third type of spatial ability, the "k l nes the t l c!' fac

tor, has not been consistent. Evidence for this particular factor has

been presented primarily by Thurstone (Note 8). In one of the most re

cent reviews of spatial ability, Cook (Note 5) has argued for the inclu

sion of a different and static third type of spatial ability, mental

imagery. Cook, however, develops her argument primarily in a logical

conceptual manner without supportive empirical evidence.

Although there has been strong agreement in the identification of

two major types of spatial ability, Vz and SO, there has been less con

sistency on how each of the two spatial ability types should be defined.

Quite a number of researchers have attempted to describe the two spatial

types. Table 3 contains a summary of spatial visualization and spatial

orientation factor symbols and descriptions proposed by several key

investigators who have analyzed tests of spatial abil ity.

There are key similarities among these definitions that indicate a

convergence of the various interpretations. Such agreement seems es

pecially evident for the Vz factor. Spatial visualization appears to be

a factor requiring mental movement of objects or internal parts of a

whole configuration. Spatial orientation, on the other hand, seems to

require an ability to perceive spatial patterns and maintain orientation

with respect to referent objects, with the further requirement that the

configuration be perceived as a whole. For certain researchers, the



Table 3

Summary of Spatial Visualization and Spatial Orientation Factor Symbols and Descriptions

Investigators

Gu I I ford and
Lacey (l9471

Thurstone (1950)

Fren ch (1951)

Ekstrom, French,
and Harman
(1976)

Factor
Symbol

Vz

52

VI

VZ

Spatial Visualization

Factor Description

An ability to Imagine the rotation of
depleted objects, the folding or un
folding of flat patterns, the relative
changes of position of objects In
space, the motion of machinery. This
visualization factor Is strongest In
tests that present a stimulus picto
rially and In which some manipulation
or transformation Into another visual
arrangement Is Involved.
An ability to visualize a configuration
in which there are displacements
among the Internal parts of the con
figuration.

An ability to comprehend Imaginary move
ments In three-dimensional space or the
ability to manipulate objects In the
Imagination.

An ability to manipulate or transform the
image of spatial patterns Into other ar
rangements, which requires that a figure
be mentally restructured Into components for
manipulation, or the mental rotation of a
spatial confIguration In short-term memory
and the performing of serial operations,
perhaps Involving an analytic strategy.

Factor
Symbol

SR

51

53

5

SO

5

Spatial Orientation

Factor Description

An ability to determine relationships
between different spatially arranged
stimuli and responses, and the com
prehension of the arrangement of
elements within a visual stimulus
pattern.

An ability to recognize Identity of an
object when it Is seen from different
angles, or an ability to visualize a
rigid configuration when It Is moved
Into different positions.
An ability to think about those spa
tial relations In which the body orien
tation of the observer Is an essential
part of the problem.
An ability to perceive spatial pat
terns accurately and to compare them
with each other.
An ab!llty to remain unconfused by the
varying orientations In which a spa
tial pattern may be presented; dimen
sionality Is less Important to the
factor than the rotational position of
presentations.
An ability to perceive spatial patterns
or to maintain orientation with respect
to objects In space; requires that a
fi~ure be perceived as a whole.

\.U



Table 3. (Continued) Summary of Spatial Visualization and Spatial Orientation
Factor Symbols and Descriptions

Investigators

Michael,
Gu i I ford,
Fruchter and
Zinmerman
( 1957)

(summar!zed by
Smith, 1964,
p , 96)

Smith (1964)

McGee (1979)

Spatial Visualization

Factor
Symbol Factor Description

Vz An ability to mentally manipulate visual
objects Involving a specified sequence
of movements. Objects appear within a
more or less complex stimulus pattern; to
mentally rotate, turn, twist, or Invert
one or more objects, or parts of a configu
ration, according to relatively explicit
directions as to what the nature and order
of the manipulations should be; to recog
nize the new position, location, or changed
appearance of objects that have been moved
or modified ... in some Instances ... to pre
sent a record of his solution by drawing
responses las In tests of Punched Holes
and Form-board!.

Vz An ability to-perceive, retain, and recog
nize lor reproduce! a figure of pattern
In Its correct proportions. Success de
pends critically on an ability to retain
and recognize lur reproduce! a configura
tion as an organized whole~ lemphasls,
Smith, p. 96! -------
An ability to mentally manipulate, rotate,
twist or Invert pictorially presented visu
al stimuli. The underlying ability seems
to Involve a process of recognition, reten
tion, and recall of a configuration In
which there Is movement among the Internal
parts of the configuration, or of an object
manipulated In three-dimensional space, or
the folding or unfolding of flat patterns.

Factor
Symbol

SR-O

SR-O

Spatial Orientation

Factor Description

An ability to comprehend the nature
of the arrangement of elements within
a visual stimulus pattern, primarily
with respect to the examinee's body as
the frame of reference. In a typical
test of this factor, as the entire
configuration, or a principal part of
It, Is moved Into a different posi
tion, the objects hold essentially
the same relationships to one
another.

May require an ability to only manipu
late the same shape. Success does not
depend critically on an ability to dis
tinguish a partial configuration from
others whlc~r In shape or form
[emphasis, Smith, p. 9~.

An ability to comprehend the arrange
ment of elements within a visual stimu
lus pattern; the aptitude for remaining
unconfused by the changing orientations
!n which a configuration may be pre
sented; an ability to determine spatial
rotations In which the body orientation
of the observer Is an essential part of
the problem.

Note. Adapted from Michael et al. (1957), Table I, p. IBB and McGee (1979), Table 2.7, pp. 20-21. \J.J
N
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orientation of the objects to the subject (self) is an additional re-

quirement (e.g., Thurstone, Note 8).

In terms of the conceptual definitions of spatial ability proposed,

several measures seem to possess the critical characteristics of either

the Vz or SO factors. However, no spatial test has yet been shown to be

a "pure" test of either Vz or SO. Some sort of reasoning component ap-

pears to be involved to some degree in any spatial test. There are quite

a number of spatial tests, each with advantages and disadvantages in its

psychometric characteristics. Tests that do represent the two spatial

factors Vz and SO have been found to be consistent sources of variation

in spatial relations performance (French, 1951; Guilford, Fruchter &

Zimmerman, 1952; McGee, 1979; Vandenberg, 1975). The existence of Vz

and SO, as well as other spatial factors, has usually been established

through the use of factor analysis. There remains a need to determine

the degree to which spatial factors in general are involved with mental

functioning (Cook, Note 5; Kersh, Note 7; McGee, 1979).

The Interrelationships Among Spatial Abilities (SA), Imagery,
and Spatial Perspective-taking (PT)

If one were to look carefully at the components of tests which re-

present SA and compare them with the description of visual imagery

offered by Piaget and his colleagues, some parallels may be drawn. If,

for example, mental imagery is accepted as a basic component of SA as

Cook (Note 5) suggests, the following similarities are noted:

SA

men ta I image ry

spatial orientation (SO)

spatial visual ization (Vz)

Piagetian Imagery

static imagery

k inet i c lmaqerv

transformational imagery
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Mental imagery, conceivably a static form of spatial ability, is

essentially identical to Piaget1s notion of static imagery, in which the

young child is capable of envisioning or "imaging l l an immobile state.

Kaufmann (1979) refers to static imagery as the ability to represent a

motionless object or configuration.

Spatial orientation and kinetic imagery, on the other hand, are

similar forms of a more advanced ability to evaluate final outcome

states from initial states of, for example, a drawn configuration such

as a rod or flag. However, the child may not yet be capable of visual

izing the intermediate steps that evolve between initial and final

states. Thus both spatial orientation and kinetic imagery skills seem

to deal with the representation of an object or configuration after some

movement has occurred; the result or product of the transformation is

imagined.

Visualizing continuous movements of objects seems to be a higher

level ability which develops at a later age. Piaget has termed this

ability transformational imagery, while SA factor analysts such as

French (1951), Michael et al. (1957), and Thurstone (Note 8) have called

it Vz. The essential ingredient in both these skills is that the repre

sentation of the images is possible within transitional stages of the

transformation itself.

These parallels which have been drawn between spatial ability and

Piagetian imagery types do seem to provide a justifiable consolidation of

two theoretical approaches which have been developed independently. Two

important considerations, however, should be pointed out. First, Cook's

argument for such a parallelism is primarily an analytical proposition
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without empirical val idation. Mental (visual) imagery as a third IIfac-

tor!' of spatial ability has not been a strong or consistent (i.e., re

liable) finding. Second, the methods by which the above levels of

spatial cognition have been assessed have been quite different. Tradi

tional spatial ability researchers have used their primary means of in

vestigation factor analysis, a statistical tool whereby a large number

of variables may be objectively summarized into a manageable number of

IIfactors li or IIdimensions." Piaget and his co-workers, on the other hand,

have used instead the IImethod clinique,1I by which information about the

child's conception of space, and other concepts is derived through cl ini

cal interviews. Both methods have merits and limitations. Nevertheless,

it would be rather difficult to directly compare supposedly identical

concepts by the use of different means of assessment. Perhaps a multi

trait, multi-method approach (Campbell & Fiske, 1959) would be fruitful

in this endeavor.

McGee stresses that Piaget's research from a cognitive-developmental

standpoint shows promise in clarifying some issues in spatial ability.

Some of the prel iminary inferences which McGee draws, however, appears

premature and/or inaccurate. After briefly citing Tuddenham's (1970)

study on a series of cognitive and social-cognitive tasks, McGee con

cluded that Tuddenham's results are an indication of a direct relation

ship between SO and spatial PT. This inference is disturbing in the ab

sence of direct empirical evidence. Further, spatial PT was assessed in

Tuddenham1s study by only one of several possible methods. Considering

the recurring problem of context-specificity in spatial PT studies,

McGee's conclusion that SO (with the specific omission of Vz) is highly
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related to the ability to take anotherls visual perspective appears pre

mature.

Finally, an interesting discussion by Cook (Note 5) pertains to

whether spatial PT measures such as Piaget and Inhelder's Three

mountains task involve essentially a spatial ability component or a

logical-reasoning component. Cook suggests that the Three-mountains

task not be considered a spatial ability task per se, due to the pre

sumed reliance on logical-reasoning skills. Exactly what these logical

reasoning skills are is unclear, but the computational-like skills in

Flavell IS (1974) Level 2 spatial PT seem somehow involved. In addition

to the logical relation of SA to spatial PT, comprehension of the rela

tively complex verbal instructions and the ability to reason deductively

are other likely prospects that playa considerable role in spatial PT

behavior.

There is a definite need for further clarification on the relation

ship between traditional spatial ability factors or imagery types with

the child's conception of space in terms of the child's ability to coor

dinate multiple perspectives. Are McGeels speculations about the logical

relationship between spatial PT and SO justified? Or is Cook's proposi

tion that spatial PT and SA are only related through large logical

reasoning components a more reasonable hypothesis?

An Overview

The importance of understanding children's social interactions has become

widely recognized. An appreciation of the integrated nature of childrenls

impersonal (nonsocial) and interpersonal (social) worlds has many educa

tional and psychological implications. A structural approach to social
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cognitive development, incorporating aspects of both Piaget's and

Werner's ideas on cognitive development, seems to have merit as a theo

retical basis for research in this area. A central concept in social

cognition, perspective-taking (PT) ability, has been found to be re

lated to intelligence, social competence, and prosocial behaviors such

as altruistic actions.

The study of PT has its roots in a spatial egocentrism experiment

devised by Piaget and Inhelder (1956), and in theoretical notions of

role-taking espoused by Baldwin (1906) and Mead (1934). Intuitively

appealing, the concept of egocentrism has nevertheless been inadequate

in accounting for the context-specific results of ensuing research

(Ford, 1979). Problems have also been encountered in attempts to deter

mine the dimensionality of PT and in attempts to secure adequate psycho

metric properties of PT tasks. On the other hand, attampts at identi

fying developmental levels of PT and models of the PT process have been

more fruitful and consistent across research efforts.

There are indications that variables extraneous to the PT construct

significantly influence PT measurement. Task variables especially seem

to affect PT performance. The stimulus array, response requirements

and general task complexity all seem to playa significant role in the

child's demonstration of PT skill. Also, the relationship between spe

cific cognitive processes and PT ability is in need of clarification.

Spatial PT is an excellent area to investigate such relationships. The

systematic study of spatial PT as related to traditional spatial ability

factors, spatial orientation and spatial visualization, mdY help clarify

issues unresolved in both areas of research. Several researchers have
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suggested the need to re-evaluate the concept of egocentrism and to

seek alternative explanations of PT behavior based on cognitive pro

cesses and task- or response-specific variables (Ford, 1979; Houssiadas

& Brown, 1980).

Rationale and Purpose

The present research study is an attempt to examine two major

research propositions:

(a) Is a cognitive explanation of spatial PT behavior in terms

of spatial ability a viable alternative to the constructs

egocentrism and decentration?

(b) To what extent do task demand characteristics significantly

influence performance on spatial PT measures?

The primary objective of the present study is to examine an alter

native explanation of PT performance. Although Piaget and Inhelder

(1956) have asserted the need for a global, unitary construct (egocen

trism) to explain PT, the evidence has not been forthcoming. Research

findings over the past decade indicate that task variables considered

extraneous to the skill strongly influence performance on PT tasks.

These non-inferential, or "computational" skills (Flavell, 1974), seem

to mediate performance. Thus, computational ~kills which sometime

require knowledge and facil ity with spatial and logical concepts (e.g.,

coordination of left-right and front-rear dimensions) determine whether

basic PT ability is made manifest on any particular PT measure.

Ford (1979) has suggested that a straightforward, cognitive expla

nation in place of egocentrism might be more tenable. Unfortunately,
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such hypotheses remain largely unexplored. Gathering empirical evi

dence on reconceptualizations of PT ability such as those suggested by

Ford and Houssiadas and Brown (1980) may critically improve our under

standing of the mental processes involved in PT domains. The most

fruitful initial attempts may lie in clarifying the ambiguities that

have developed in the spatial domain. Why, for example, have there been

so many inconsistencies in attempts to replicate Piaget and Inhelder's

(l956) original Three-mountains task?

A second major emphasis of the present investigation is a focus on

methodological variations that influence results on spatial PT measures.

Specifically, to what extent do task demands significantly affect the

demonstration of spatial PT abil ity? It is difficult at times to ascer

tain whether research findings support the theoretical constructs or

whether they are methodological artifacts. The context-specificity of

results within the spatial PT domain is a case in point. Fehr (1978)

has summarized a number of variables that influence performance on spa

tial PT tasks. However, an attempt to avoid all of the problems identi

fied by Fehr may be impractical in terms of executing the original re

search purpose. The alternative approach proposed here is to consider

the critical "task demand char-ac t e r i s t l cs!' of spatial PT tasks. Such a

provision would enable the researcher to focus on the critical function

al aspects while deal ing with a manageable number of functional units.

What is sorely needed, then, is a careful review of specific method

ological influences which appear to confound the measurement of PT in

ference. In the field of spatial PT, specific differences in perfor

mance (including differences in the number of egocentric-l ike responses)
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appear to be influenced by critical task demands which were summarized

in Table 2.

The intent of the present study is largely exploratory. The pur

pose is two-fold:

(a) to examine relationships between spatial thinking reflected

by PT tasks requiring inferences of other's visual percep

tions, and spatial reasoning that involves two fairly

established factors of spatial ability, spatial orientation

(SO) and spatial visualization (Vz); and,

(b) to measure the extent to which task variables that represent

critical demand characteristics influence children's perfor

mance on spatial PT measures.

Performance on the SO test wi 11 account for a signifi-

cant amount of the total variation in spatial PT

performance;

Performance on the Vz test will account for a signifi-

cant amount of the total variation in spatial PT

performance;

A significant, positive correlation is expected between

HZ:

Specific hypotheses to be tested:

(a) relationships between spatial PT, spatial orientation (SO)

and spatial visualization (Vz):

H1:

responses on the SO test and the spatial PT task in

which a linear stimulus arrangement and a rotation res

ponse mode are used;
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H4: A significant, positive correlation is expected between

responses on the Vz test and the spatial PT task in

which a triangular stimulus arrangement and a recon

struction response mode are used;

(b) influence of task variables:

HS: Mean spatial PT scores under a linear stimulus arrange

ment will be significantly higher than mean spatial PT

scores under a triangular stimulus arrangement;

H6: Mean spatial PT scores under a rotation response re

quirement will be significantly higher than mean spatial

PT scores under a reconstruction response requirement;

H7: Significantly fewer errors are predicted on the 900

position than on the 2700 position, and, in turn, fewer

errors are predicted on the 2700 position than on the

1800 position; (See Figure 1 for a visual portrayal of

the respective locations of each position.)

H8: Males will score significantly higher than females on

the spatial PT task and on both SO and Vz tests.
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I I. METHOD

Participants

Sixty-four students (mean age = 11 yrs., 4 mos.) from a public

elementary school and another public school operated by a university on

the island of Oahu served as participants in the present study. All

participants were drawn from 6th grade classrooms. However, of the 40

student participants at the first school, 9 were officially classified

as 5th graders. By the same token, 6 of the 24 student participants at

the second school were officially classified 7th graders, although these

7th graders shared identical curricula with the 6th graders. Both

schools presently serve a student population that reflects considerable

variation in social-economic background, ranging from low- to upper

middle class. The ethnicities of the participants include Caucasian,

Chinese, Filipino, Japanese, Korean, Laotian, part-Hawaiian, Samoan,

Thai and Vietnamese, with none of the ethnic types predominantly repre

sented.

Design

The research design is best conceptualized in two parts. The first

segment involved the spatial PT task which required each student to be

individually tested. The primary intent of this portion was to examine

the effects of task-related variables upon a child's performance on a

spatial PT measure. The second segment involved the administration of

the two paper-and-pencil spatial tests "Flaqs" and "Paper r f'ol dl nq!' in

small group sessions. The purpose of this second portion of the research

design was to examine the relationships among two established factors of
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spatial ability, spatial orientation (SO) and spatial visualization (Vz),

and spatial PT ability.

The following notation describes the part of the research design

that was concerned primarily with the Space-exploration task:

564 (A2 62 C2) 03

That is, each of the sixty-four students (5) was assigned to one of the

eight experimental conditions created by two levels of stimulus arrange

ment (A), two levels of response mode (B), and two levels of sex (C);

each student, regardless of experimental group assignment, was tested

across the three positions from which spatial inference was required (D).

The number of correct responses over the three trials of the spa

tial PT task was established as the dependent variable. The independent

variables under investigation were stimulus arrangement, response mode,

sex, the other's position or orientation, spatial orientation and spa

tial visual ization.

Instruments

Space-exploration Task

The stimulus instruments consisted of two boxes (a stimulus box and

a response box) approximately 24 in. x 24 in. x 24 in. (.61 m x .61 m x

.61 m) in size. The boxes were painted with white enamel on the exterior

while the interiors were painted flat black, sprinkled lightly with glit

ter and sealed with a clear acrylic spray to give an impression in inter

galactic expanse. The following stimulus objects were placed within the

stimulus box: (a) a die-cast metal and plastic "all ied spacesh lp!' manu

factured by Kenner Products, more popularly known as an "X-wing fighter"

(4 3/4 in. x 3 7/8 in. x 1 1/2 in.; 12 cm x 9.8 cm x 3.8 cm); (b) a
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die-cast metal and plastic lIenemy warcraft ll also manufactured by Kenner

Products, and better known as a IITie-fighter,1I (3 1/2 in. x 2 3/4 in. x

23/4 l n, ; 8.9 cm x 7 cm x 7 em}; and, (c) an "asteroid" composed of

polyfoam, molded from a rock impression, and painted with Liquitex

acrylic to produce an appearnace of an inanimate space projectile

(8 1/4 in. x 6 1/2 in. x 3 1/2 in.; 21 cm x 16.5 cm x 9 cm). Each stimu

lus object was suspended in "mid-space" approximately 3 inches (7.5 cm)

from the bottom by black wire props placed on a circular rotary platform

(22 in.; .56 m diameter) located on the bottom of the box. The stimulus

box itself was fully enclosed except for holes (3 x 7 in.; 7.6 x 17.8 cm)

in each of the side panels. The holes served as "viewports" and were

located 7 inches (17.8 em) from the top and in the center of the sides of

each panel. Finally, a total of five 4 in. (12.7 em) squares and 16

half-inch round holes were used to admit light through the top panel.

The arrangement of the stimulus objects was either linear (furmation

of stimulus objects aligned in straight line), or triangular (formation

of stimulus objects arranged in an equilateral triangular configuration).

The response required of the child entailed either a rotation of the

stimulus array to the perspective of the "other," or a reconstruction of

the "presentation" stimulus array (in the stimulus box) via the use of a

dupl icate, "response" stimulus set (in the response box). In the recon

struction response, the child used duplicate stimulus objects to "recon

s truc t" what was inferred as the perspective of the other in the dupl i

cate, response box. The only difference between the box of the presenta

tion set and the box of the response set was the absence of one panel in

the response set. This enabled the child to place the objects within the
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response box.

Stimulus objects and task procedure were developed with considera

tion of the specific methodological problems identified when children

have been used as participants (Fehr, 1978). The PT task described

above was the product of an attempt to either avoid problems identified

in previous investigations or study the effects of such variables in the

context of a spatial PT task. A photograph of the stimulus objects is

contained in Appendix A.

Spatial Ability (SA) Tests

Two SA tests, "Flags" and "paper-folding," were identified as refer

ence tests of SO and Vz, respectively. Both Flags and Paper-folding are

altered versions of previous SA tests developed by Thurstone (}938).

These modified versions were developed by the present author with the fn

tention of measuring SA in young adolescents (10-12 years old). The

response mode required on these paper-and-pencil versions of spatial

ability tests was either that of recognizing whether an item was an ex

emplar or not (Flags), or recognizing the correct exemplar in a multiple

choice format (Paper-folding). These spatial tests along with the spa

tial PT task were administered randomly, within limits of students'

class schedules. Selection of these reference tests was based upon the

following criteria:

(a) previous identification as a " reference" or "ma rker"

test of one of the two extablished factors of SA

(SO or Vz);

(b) where data on the factor composition of each test

were available, the nature of such factor composition
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where examined was not considered complex;

(c) adequate reliability (usually between a range

of .60 and 1.00);

(d) the mean difficulty level of items was

considered adequate; and,

(e) the comparative range of possible and observed

scores between the SO and Vz tests was

considered to be "acceptable."

Spatial Orientation (SO). Spatial orientation may be defined as

the ability to perceive spatial patterns or to maintain orientation

with respect to objects in space (Ekstrom, French, Harman & Dermen,

Note 9). Flags has been identified as a representative test of SO by

Michael et a l . (1957) and French (Note 10). In a critical review Smith

(1965) considered Flags a good test of "space tb lnk lnq ." The original

version of Flags contained 48 items (Thurstone, 1938); in each item the

participant was asked to indicate whether the pictures of the two flags

represented the same or opposite faces of the flag. The adapted version

used in the present study contained 44 items, and each item consisted of

a comparison between two flags. Consequently, there were 51 ight differ

ences in the response required. In the present study, the participant

was instructed to use an IIX" to indicate that the second flag displayed

the same face as the first flag, and a blank to indicate the opposite

face, rather than Thurstone's use of a "p lus" or a "rninus ;!' respectively.

Also, the instructions were modified so that younger children could

better understand the test requirements. The instructions and test

samples for the Flags test are contained in Appendix B.
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In French's (1951) review of factor analytic studies concerning

spatial tests, the Flags test was found to have a mean loading of .66 on

a "space" factor "5" (derived from eight studies) and a mean loading of

.26 on factor "SOl' (one study).4 The Flags test is very similar in its

procedure to two other SO tests developed by Thurstone (1938). When

these three tests, Flags, Figures, and Cards were combined, the follow-

ing factor composition was found (French, 1951): a mean loading of .46

on a "space" factor "5" (two studies), a mean loading of .42 on "SO" in

another study, and a mean loading of .32 on a "perceptual" factor "P."

Neither test-retest nor internal consistency reliabilities was reported

for the Flags test. Information on difficulty level was I imited to a

single report of a median reliability coefficient of .67 on the space

factor scores of Thurstone's Primary mental abilities tests.

Spatial Visualization (Vz). Spatial visualization may be defined as

an ability to manipulate or transform the image of spatial patterns into

other visual arrangements (Ekstrom et al., Note 9). "Paper-folding ll has

been identified as a representative test of Vz by Ekstrom et al., (Note

9), French, Ekstrom and Price (Note 11), and Guilford and Lacey (1947).

Paper-folding is almost identical to Thurstone's (1938) "Punched holes."

On items from these two types of paper-folding tests, successive draw-

ings illustrate folds made in a square, flat sheet of paper and mark-

ings where the folded sheet of paper was either cut or punched. The

participant was then asked to indicate which of the four or five

41n early factor analytic studies on spatial ability distinctions be
tween the S and SO factors were vague; and consequently, the two
"f'ec tors" actually shared meanings in these earlier investigations.
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drawings in a multiple choice format showed how the sheet of paper

would look when unfolded. The adapted version used in the present study

contained 10 items, and each item consisted of: (a) a drawing of a

folded, cut sheet of paper; and (b) four possible correct choices of

the corresponding unfolded sheet of paper. The participants were asked

to indicate which drawing was correct by marking the box under the cor

rect drawing. The instructions and test samples for the Paper-folding

test are contained in Appendix C.

According to Guilford and Lacey (1947) Paper-folding is one of the

best measures of "manipulatory visualization,1I although significant

loadings on three reasoning factors, general reasoning (.39), integra

tion III (.34) and verbal (.26) in addition to the visualization factor

(.53) suggest a fairly high complex pattern. Guilford and Lacey (1947)

report elsewhere that 43% of the total variance was attributed to the Vz

factor, 16% to general reasoning and 14% to reasoning II. Other re

searchers have reported a mean factor loading of .58 for Vz (Borich &

Bauman, 1972), and a range from .37 to .77 for factor loadings on Vz

depending on sex and type of visualization factor (Bowker & Trafton,

Note 12). Guilford and Lacey (1947) report a mean phi of .35 for inter

nal consistency reliabil ity and an alternate forms reliability index of

.84, corrected for length. Other reliability estimates found range from

.51 (alternate forms, Barich & Bauman, 1972) to .83 (Bowker & Trafton,

Note 12). The only data found on the difficulty level of the Paper

folding test was a mean proportion correct of .67 reported by Guilford

and Lacey (1947).
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Procedure

Space-exploration Task

Each participant was randomly assigned to one of four possible

spatial PT task conditions, with the constraint that equal number of

males and females were contained within each experimental condition.

This procedure created a total of eight experimental groups. Four sepa

rate sets of instructions were prepared. Although the instructions

were identical to one another except for the part describing the stimu

lus arrangements and the required response, the complex coordination

required in the administration of the spatial PT task procedure necessi

tated separate instruction sheets (Appendix D), prepared answer sheets

(Appendix E), and two experimenters. The first experimenter (11) was

primarily responsible for administering the task and serving as the

"other" (observer), while the other experimenter (12) recorded the res

ponses and assisted in the rearrangement of stimulus objects.

Before the child was permitted to begin the task, preliminary ques

tions were asked to determine whether there were any problems with

myopic vision, or the conceptual distinction between left and right.

The first trial served as a pretraining trial. The participant was

asked l,) reconstruct or rotate the object array in the response box so

that the view or the object array in the response box was "exactly the

same" as the view of the object array in the stimulus box at 00 (ch l l d i s

own view, see Figure 1). In familiarizing the child with the task, cor

rective feedback as to the placement and the individual orientation of

each stimulus object was provided. In the description of the "X-wing

fighter," for example, the child was told whether the object was placed
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in the correct location within the blue pin-stripe outlines and whether

the orientation of the spaceship was accurate. Only during this pre-

training (Trial 1) was the participant given a second opportunity to

respond if the first response was not completely correct. The stimulus

objects were rearranged once between pretraining Trial 1 and test Trials

2, 3 or 4, within the confines of the experimental condition. The com-

plete set of four separate instructions written for each of the four

conditions is contained in Appendix O.

Each participant was subsequently asked to demonstrate his or her

inference of what the other's visual perception of the stimulus array

was like from each of the 900 (Trial 2), 1800 (Trial 3), and 2700

(Trial 4) vantage points relative to the child's own view. The order

of these inferences which were made from the three positions was deter-

mined in a random fashion for each child.

In the testing process, instructions were given by 11 while simul-

taneously walking to a particular side of the stimulus box and peering

through the view port. The following is an excerpt of the instructions

given to the participant on anyone of the test trials using a rotation

response mode:

Now without coming over to see how the objects look to me
from this side, can you rotate or spin this ((point» round
board in this second box so that YOUR /emphasis given! view
of the objects on this round board is the same as MY-view of
the objects in this first box? ((Pause» You can look back
through this ((point» hole /stimulus box! anytime you
want. ((Pause for participants' response»

Okay, good. I won ' t be tell ing you if you were right or
wrong, so you just try your best, okay?

Now 11m going to walk over here and look at the objects
from THIS side. 5

500uble parentheses indicate special instructions relevant to the £1.
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~2 assisted in the rearrangement of the stimulus objects between Trial

1 and Trials 2, 3 or 4, depending on the sequence of positions pre

selected in a random fashion. The participants' responses and verbal

comments were also recorded by f2'

The spatial PT task ended with ~l asking the participants debrief

ing questions about: (a) whether there was any difference in difficulty

among the three positions; (b) whether views are necessarily different

when different people look at the same objects from different vantage

points; and, (c) how the participant tried to determine how the objects

looked to ~l'

Two different plastic overlay sheets with blue pinstripes outlining

possible placements of stimulus objects on the rotary board in the res

ponse box were constructed to aid in scoring of participants' responses

under either the I inear or triangular arrangement conditions. Also,

two types of answer sheets were required to compensate for the two stimu

lus arrangements (Appendix E). For the conditions that required a ro

tation response, the stimulus objects were already placed on the plastic

overlay sheet on the rotary board in the response box. However, the

stimulus objects were left outside, in front of the response box when

a reconstruction response was required. Both boxes were placed on ta

bles approximately 2t ft. (.76 m) from the floor. The response box was

located to the front and on the right of the stimulus box so that the

fl-ont (open face) of the response box was oriented in the same manner

as the 900 position of the stimulus box (Figure 1).

Spatial Ability Tests

Each student individually tested on the spatial PT task was also
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given two paper-and-pencil tests of SA: SO and Vz. The SO (Flags) and

Vz (Paper-folding) tests were administered in groups of five or six

students at a time. The order of the spatial ability tests administered

was random. Instructions for each of the SA tests were read aloud by a

single I while the children were told to read the instructions silently.

For each SA test, a brief demonstration of an example was provided by I

to further clarify the written instructions (i.e., concrete referral to

same ys. opposite side of a (flag) card for SO; concrete demonstration

of the paper-folding and cutting process for Vz).

The Flags test consisted of 44 items, with a format similar to a

True-False test response. Students were told that the time limit was

9 minutes. Although all students were encouraged to finish the test

despite the time constraints, the items which students did not finish

within the time limits were omitted in scoring.

The Paper-folding test consisted of 10 multiple-choice items. The

time limit was set at 8 minutes. Similar to procedures followed in the

SO testing, the students were encouraged to finish all test items, al

though items that were not finished within the time constraints were

not included in the individual's overall test score.
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II I. RESULTS

The description of the data has been organized as follows: (a)

Psychometric Properties of the Instruments; (b) Description of the Mul

tiple Regression Analysis Process; (c) The Relationship Between Spatial

PT and SA; (d) The Effects of Task Variables and Gender; and (e) Error

Analyses. Copies of the raw data for the spatial perspective-taking

(PT) task, spatial orientation (SO) and spatial visualization (Vz) tests

are included as Appendix F.

Psychometric Properties of the Instruments

Psychometric properties compiled for the spatial PT task and the

spatial ability (SA) tests are contained in Table 4. These results were

obtained from the Reliability Program contained in the Statistical Pack

ages for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Update (Hull & Nie, 1979). The

reliability estimates, range of possible scores and mean difficulty

levels for each instrument appear adequate.

Description of the Multiple Regression Analysis Process

Figure 2 is a visual portrayal of the two-part regression analysis.

The ballantine diagram (adapted from Cohen & Cohen, 1975) depicts graphi

cally the separation of between-subject sources of variation and within

subject sources of variation. The smaller circles aligned along the

edge of the larger circle represent factors, or interactions between

factors, which potentially contribute in varying degrees to the overall

variation among scores. The smaller circles on the right of the vertical

dash line represent the factor or interactions related to the repeated
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Table 4

Psychometric Properties of Spatial Perspective-taking (PT) Task
and Spatial Ability (SA) Tests

Spatial Perspective-taking Spatial Ability

Reliability estimate (r xx)

Range of possible scores

Mean difficulty level (ou

Mean score, by task
condition and trial
(oos i t i on),,,',

Space-exploration

Overall a .92 (test-retest.
3 wkso. n-IZ)

r l 2 900 - .90

r12 1800 •. 99

r122700 a .89

where - 1st test
admin i strat ion

a Znd test
admini strat ion

a - 6 per trial (position)

a - 18 across 3 trials
(pos i t l on)

OL900 a .71

OLI800 •. 55

OL Z700 •. 46

OLoveraII •. 57
(na 64)

Task (condition) A:
Linear-rotation
!!90 • 5.3 (2. I )

!!IBO • 4.5 (2. 7)
!!z70 a 3. 4 (3.1)

Task (condition) B:
Linear-reconstruction
!!90 a 5.1 (1.3)

!!180 a 4.4 ( I. 9)
!!z70· 3.4 (200)

Task (condition) C:
Triangular-rotation
~90 • 4. 5 (Z•7)

!!180 = 300 <3. I )
~70=3.4 (3.1)

Task (condition) 0:
Triangular-reconstruction
!!90· Z.3 (Z.7)

!!IBO = 1.3 (2.0)
!!z70 • 0.8 (1.9)

Spatial
Orientation

(Flags)

.B3*
(n-64)

a - 44

.75
(n-64)

Spatial
VIsua II za t ion

(Paper-folding)

.75"
(n-64)

a - 10

.66
(n-64)

"Cronbach's (1951) alpha.
~*Number in parenthesis is the standard deviation associated with the mean score.
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FIGURE 2. Ballantine diagram of between-subject and
within-subject sources of variation.

Where: Bj
W
D
E
X
j D~'<E
F
G
P
i P~"D
j pi'E
b
w

= between-subject source
= within-subject source
= stimulus arrangement

response mode
= sex
= interaction, stimulus arrangement by response mode
= Flags, a spatial orientation test
= Paper-folding, a spatial visualization test
= position (90°, 1800 , 270°)
= interaction, position by stimulus arrangement
= interaction, position by response mode
= error variation due to between-subject sources
= error variation due to within-subject sources
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measures portion of the research design.

The between-subjects portion of the analysis consisted of the regression

mode I:

Where:

1p = !l~ + ~Q. = !3! + .!!4.Q. + ~5I + ~ (.Q.1:E)
- ~y

1p =~ = mean spatial PT score across P trials

F = Flags (spatial orientation) test score

G = Paper-folding (spatial visualization) test score

x = sex (1 = male, 2 = female)

D = stimulus arrangement (1 = linear, 2 = triangular)

E = response mode (1 = rotation, 2 = reconstruction)

D*E = (stimulus arrangement) by (response mode) inter
action

B· = Beta (standardized regression coefficient)
-I

The within-subjects portion of the analysis consisted of the regression

mode 1:

Where: Y = observed spatial PT score on P trial

P = position (900 , 1800 , or 2700 using effects coding)

P*D = (position) by (stimulus arrangement) interaction

P*E = (position) by (response mode) interaction

B. = Beta (standardized regression coefficient)
-I

The General Linear Model (GLM) computer program within the Statis

tical Analysis System (1979) statistical package was used to analyze

both the between- and within-subjects portions of the regression analy-

sis. A separate analysis of the within-subject variance sources was
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performed to test the significance of the repeated measure, position,

and of two related interactions, position by stimulus arrangement and

position by response mode.

Since each sum of squares in the between-subjects analysis was

calculated independently of the regression analysis of the within

subjects portion, calculations were required to transform the original

between-subjects regression output. Specifically, the ~2 for each

between-subjects source of variation was calculated by dividing the sum

of squares of each source by the total sum of squares (SStot) computed

for the between-subjects regression analysis. The transformed sum of

squares for each source was obtained by multiplying the ~21S of each

between-subjects source by the grand total sum of squares (SSrOT) com

puted from the regression analysis of the within-subjects variation

sources.

Similarly, following Cohen and Cohen (1975), additional calcula

tions were also necessary to compute the appropriate error term for the

F-tests of within-subjects sources, since current computerized multiple

regression statistical packages assume an inappropriate error term for

repeated measures designs. A list of the statistical formulae and the

steps required to compute the F-ratios for each within-subjects source

of variation is provided in Appendix G.

The Relationship Between Spatial rT and SA

Results of the two-part multiple regression analysis are presented

in Table 5. Neither spatial abil ity test scores, SO (Flags) nor Vz

(Paper-folding) accounted for a significant portion of the total



Table 5

Spatial Perspective-taking as a Function of Spatial Ability
Factors, Gender and Task Variables

59

Source df SS F

BETWEEN 63 857.4719

Flags (F) 19.0439 1.96

Paper-folding (G) 13.6618 1.41

Sex (X) 14.6189 1.51

Stimulus Arrangement (0) 159.7589 16.46*

Response Mode (E) 65.7337 6.77*

O~"E 31.3229 3.23

Error 57 553.3318

Model 6 304.1401 5.22*

WITHIN 128 571.6479

Position (p) 2 79.6368 10.04*

p~"O 2 6.8634 .86

P~"E 2 1.3000 . 16

Error 122 483.8477

Model 6 87.8002 3. 70~"

TOTAL 191 1429.1198

,', P < .01
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variation in spatial PT scores. Intercorrelations among mean spatial

PT score, the two spatial ability test scores, sex and task variables

are presented in Table 6. The correlations between mean spatial PT

score and SO, ~(62) = .15, and mean spatial PT score and Vz, ~(62) = .15,

were not statistically significant. Separate correlations were calcu

lated between mean spatial PT score and both SO and Vz test scores for

each of the four experimental conditions formed by combinations of two

levels of stimulus arrangement (1 = linear, 2 = triangular) and two

levels of response mode (1 = rotation, 2 = reconstruction). The hy

pothesized correlation between SO and spatial PT scores within the con

dition in which a linear stimulus arrangement and a rotation response

mode were used failed to reach significance, ~(14) = .04, ~ >.05.

Instead, within this spatial PT task condition, the correlation between

Vz and spatial PT scores were much higher, falling just short of statis

tical significance, ~(14) = .48, £ = .058. Similarly, the hypothesized

correlation between Vz and spatial PT scores within the condition in

which a triangular stimulus arrangement and a reconstruction response

mode were used failed to reach significance, ~(14) = .14, £ > .05.

Finally, although it was hypothesized that a moderate correlation would

be found between SO and Vz, the correlation coefficient between SO and

Vz was not significant, ~(62) .20, £ > .05.

The Effects of Task Variables and Gender

Strong separate effects due to all three task variables accounted

for significant portions of the variance in spatial PT scores. As ex

pected, the linear stimulus arrangement was found to be significantly



TABLE 6

Pearson Product-moment Correlations of Spatial Perspective-taking,
Spatial Abil ity Factors, Gender and Task Variables

Spatial Spatial Stimulus Response
~spt Orientation Visual ization Arrangement Mode Sex

~Spt"o'd' I. 00

Spatial
Orientation O. 15 1.00
(Flags)

Spatial
Visualization 0.15 .20 1.00
(Paper-folding)

Stimulus
Arrangement -0. 43~'o" -0.11 0.07 1.00

1 = I inear
2 = triangular

Response
Mode -0. 27~" -0.13 0.05 -- LOa

1 = rotation
2 = reconstruction

Sex
1 = male
2 = female

-0.14 -0.18 O. 11 1.00

Note. Sample size (n) = 64
~"p • 05

~'d':e:: .01
***Mean score, spatial PT '"
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easier than the triangular stimulus arrangement, ~(l ,63) = 16.46, ~ <01.

As predicted, the rotation response mode, too, was significantly easier

than the reconstruction response mode, ~(1,63) = 6.77, ~ <.01. The

effect due to the task variable position was also significant,

~(2,128) = 10.04, ~ <.01, but the order of difficulty among the posi

tiontions was slightly different from that anticipated. It was origin

ally hypothesized that the 90° position would be easiest, indexed by the

least number of errors. The next easiest position predicted was 270°,

followed by 1800 • As hypothesized, there were fewer errors in the 90°

position, but more errors were found in the 2700 position than in the

180° position. Results from subsequent t-tests for correlated means

indicated that the mean difference between the 90° position (~90 = 4.3)

and the 1800 position ~P180 = 3.3) was significant, ~(63) = 2.2,

~ <.05, and that the mean difference between the 900 position and the

270° position ~P270 = 2.7) was also significant, ~(63) = 3.43, ~ <.01.

The mean difference between the 180° and 270° positions, however, was

not significant, 1(63) = 1.15, £ >.05. Thus, more errors were found

in the 270° position than the 180° position, but the difference was not

significant. Although scores in all three positions were significantly

correlated with one another, it was noted that the two side positions

(90° and 270°) were more highly correlated with one another, ~(62) =

.59, £ = 0.001, than either 900 with 180°, ~(62) = .36, ~ = .003, or

270° with 180°, ~(62) = .40, £ = .001.

Difference in gender was not a significant factor in predicting

spatial PT scores, ~(1,63) = 1.51, £ >.05. The correlation between

sex and the mean spatial PT score was not significant,
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r(62) = -.135, £ >.05, although the direction of the relationship indi-

cated that males did slightly better than females. Similarly, gender

difference on both the SO (Flags) and Vz (Paper-folding) tests were non-

significant, !s0(63) = 1.25, £ >.05; !vz(63) = .01, £ >.05. While

the correlation between sex and Paper-folding score was in the hypothe-

sized direction, the correlation between sex and Flags was in the oppo-

site direction from that hypothesized.

The total variance accounted for, or ~2, was computed to serve as

a summary statistic:

= .6003

2
BETW + ~ Y WITHIN

= .0614

Where: ~2y BETW = Variation in Y accounted for by
between-subjects variables

R2 = Variation in Y accounted for by- Y WITHIN

within-subjects variables

Thus, over 66% of the variance in spatial PT scores is explained

by variation in all of the factors and interactions included in the re

gression analysis. However, the ~ value can at times be spuriously

inflated due to an inadequate sample size. A more conservative estimate

2 2 ~ 6of the population ~ , the "shrunken" ~ , or ~, is sometimes preferred.

Approximately 63% of the variance in spatial PT scores is explained by

....2
the regressed sources using the R method.

6A computational formula for the R2 is available in Cohen and Cohen
(1975).
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Error Analyses

In previous spatial PT investigations, responses that reflect the

child1s own perspective were frequently labeled "egocentric errors"

(co le et al., 1973; Fishbein et a l . , 1972; Piaget & Inhelder, 1956).

There exist reasons to suspect that this particular type of error may

not be completely egocentric in nature (Ford, 1979). Therefore in the

present study, errors of this sort have been labeled "own perspective."

"0wn perspective" (OP) errors consisted of approximately 43.4% of

the total errors. The remaining 56.6% were categorized as "other error"

(OE). As noted above, four spatial PT task conditions resulted from

the two levels of stimulus arrangement (linear, triangular) and the two

levels of response mode (rotation, reconstruction):

ST IMULUS ARRANGEMENT

Linear Triangular

Rotat ion A C
RESPONSE

MODE

Reconstruction B D

Percentages of OP errors per condition were as follows: condition

A (linear-rotation), 61.5%; condition B (linear-reconstruction), 48.8%;

condition C (triangular-rotation), 16%; and condition D (triangular-

reconstruction), 44.1%. Thus, the triangular stimulus arrangement-

rotation response mode condition (C) contained the smallest percentage

of OP, or egocentric-like, responses (16%). Conversely, the other con-

ditions contained nearly 50% or more OP errors. With regard to the
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position variable, the relative percentages of OP error per position

(900 , 1800
, 2700

) were 51.4%, 39.6% and 41.7%, respectively.

Further detailed information on the specific types of OE and OP

errors was provided through additional analyses of the responses under

the reconstruction conditions (v lz ; , task conditions B and D). It was

possible to distinguish OE and OP errors that were due to incorrect

placement of the stimulus objects in the duplicate, response box (i.e.,

position or location errors) from those OE and OP errors due to incor-

rect compensation for the stimulus object1s orientation (e.g., front of

the X-wing fighter was faced incorrectly). Figure 3 shows the percen-

tages of placement-only, orientation-only, and placement-and-orientation

errors by error type. The percentages of placement-only errors that

were OP errors was much lower than the percentage of OP errors under

either the orientation-only or placement-and-orientation error categories.

Finally, when errors pertaining to each stimulus object were ana-

lyzed separately, one of the most pronounced effects was the unusually

low level of errors that were characterized by incorrect positioning of

the Tie-fighter (~). Approximately 13.6% of all placement errors

was attributed to the Tie-fighter, in contrast to identical 43.2% and

43.2% placement errors for the X-wing fighter ( ~ ), and asteroid

Orientation errors, on the other hand, were more prevalent for

the asteroid (42.3%) than for the X-wing fighter (28.9%) or Tie-fighter

(28.9%).
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FIGURE 3. Errors of placement and orientation by error type.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The results of the present study are discussed in the following

sequence. First, the data pertaining to the spatial perspective

taking (PT)--spatial ability (SA) relationship are reviewed. Second,

the effects due to the task variables stimulus arrangement, response

mode, and position are covered separately, while brief remarks are made

concerning gender differences. Finally, analyses of errors are dis

cussed, followed by some speculations concerning underlying cognitive

operations, and ending with a brief narrative on possible limitations

of the research investigation.

The Relationship Between Spatial PT and SA

The data in the present study do not support a cognitive explana

tion of spatial PT in terms of SA. In general, no evidence was found

that would indicate that spatial orientation (SO) or spatial visualiza

tion (Vz) skills are critical in the demonstration of spatial PT

ability. The variance accounted for by each SA factor and the inter

correlations among spatial PT and SA measures were not statistically

significant. Furthermore, the relationship expected between SO scores

and spatial PT scores under the task condition in which a linear stimu

lus arrangement and a rotation response were used was not found. In

stead, a higher but statistically nonsignificant correlation was ob

tained between the spatial PT scores within this particular task

condition and Vz scores. Similarly, the relationship expected between

Vz scores and the spatial PT scores under the task condition in which

a triangular stimulus arrangement and a reconstruction response mode
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were used was not statistically significant. In Guilford's (1967) terms,

spatial PT does not appear to be related to cognition of figural trans

formations (Vz) or cognition of figural systems (SO), at least in the

period of late middle-childhood to early adolescence.

It seems unlikely that these results were due to poor measures of

the theoretical constructs. The reliabilities of the spatial PT task

and each SA test were good, and the mean difficulty levels of each meas

ure were within quite acceptable ranges. Moreover, the theoretical

framework within which the SA measures were developed was fairly well

grounded.

The elucidation of a possible relationship between spatial PT and

SA is far from complete, of course, but the evidence quite clearly ne

gates the proposition that SO and Vz are highly critical factors in

spatial PT problem solution. It may be that instead of these two spa

tial factors, logical mental operations such as computation of left

right and front-rear reversals, and perhaps some minimal level of visual

imagery, are required in the task conditions set forth in the present

IISpace-explorationll task. Ford's (1979) proposition of a II straight

forward cognitive interpretation" may gain more support from studies

that relate logical reasoning to spatial PT ability. McGee's (1979)

remarks concerning the expected position relationship between SO and

spatial PT need to be qualified in this regard also. It should be noted,

as an aside, that the assessment of an empirical relationship between

spatial PT and SA was a conservative one. Inasmuch as the spatial PT

task was a behavioral measure and the SA tests were of the paper-and

pencil sort, it would seem highly unlikely that any variance shared by
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either of the SA tests and the spatial PT task would be due simply to

common methodology.

If the skills in the Space-exploration task do not necessarily in

clude a high level of SO or Vz skill, what types of skills might be re

quired? According to Flavell (1963) the limitations of the concrete

operational child are simply that one's thoughts are concrete. Although

the concrete-operational child (7-11 years) begins to extend his/her

thought from the actual towards the potential, this movement is, rela

tively speaking, an unsophisticated and disconcerted effort. It is of

limited scope and consists of "simp1e generalizations of existing struc

tures to new content" (Flavell, 1963). The formal-operational child,

on the other hand, is capable of delineating all possible eventualities

at the outset and, armed with such information, discovering which of

the possibilities are consistent with the data.

The children selected as participants in the present study were

in transition between late middle-childhood and early adolescence.

Their ages ranged from 10 to 12 years, typically the transitional pe

riod between concrete-operational and formal-operational stages. It

should be noted that children in this age range have not often been

chosen as participants in SA research. Consequently, little is known

about the child's ability to manipulate mental images (Vz) of single

objects, or about the child's ability to remain unconfused by different

orientations of the same object (SO). The participants in the present

study were quite capable in both these regards, but the expectation

that such spatial representational skills would be found in common with

their spatial PT skills was not supported by the data. If, however,
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spatial PT tasks utilized in spatial PT research require the kind of

experimentation and logical analyses available only to formal opera

tional children, then most of these participants would not be expected

to perform well.

The results provide evidence in support of this expectation. There

are indications that the Space-exploration task was relatively complex

for the age range tested. As previously shown in Table 4, scores on

the spatial PT task reflected an average of only 57% correct over all

three trials (i.e., positions). Further, the verbal explanations of

problem solution systematically solicited from the participants during

debriefing suggest that the children often attempted unsuccessfully to

use logical analyses such as computational-like reasoning to coordinate

left-right and front-rear dimensions in order to ascertain the correct

placement (position) and orientation of the stimulus objects from the

other's perspective. Cook (Note 5) has explicitly argued that logical

operations are involved in spatial PT tasks. In light of the results

from the present study, the tendency to refer to spatial PT as a SA

skill does not seem warranted.

One possible critical factor, however, may be the number of stimu

lus objects. In addition to differences in the medium in which spatial

PT and SA tests were assessed, items of the SA tests involved the trans

formation of only a single object, whereas the spatial PT task required

transformation of three objects. It would appear to be much more diffi

cult to visualize spatial movement of three objects simultaneously,

than a single object sequentially.
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The Effects Due to Task Variables and Gender

In contrast to the failure to find significant relationships be

tween SA measures and spatial PT, performance on the spatial PT task ap

pears to be significantly influenced by task variables. Within the con

text of the Space-exploration task, strong separate effects were found

due to stimulus arrangement, response mode and position.

Stimulus Arrangement

A linear arrangement of the stimulus objects was found to easier

than a triangular arrangement. This finding is consistent with the hy

pothesis that the unidimensional nature of the linear array (either left

right or front-rear) contributes to the relative ease with which infer

ences about another's visual percepts is resolved. In contrast, a

spatial array with a triangular arrangement requires the child to co

ordinate the other's perspective with respect to the child's own view,

and coordinate both left-right and front-rear dimensions simultaneously.

Children in the present study may not have developed cognitive struc

tures to handle such sophisticated operations, perhaps typically attained

during the formal operational stage (adolescence). However, these re

sults do confirm earlier indications that the complexity or diversity

of the stimulus array has a significant effect on spatial PT assessment

over a wide age span (Brodzinsky et al., 1972; Cox, 1975; Eis~r, 1976;

El iot & Dayton, 1976; Flavell et al., 1968; Garber, 1975; Hoy, 1974;

Kurdek,1978).

Response Mode

As hypothesized, the reconstruction response mode was found to be

more difficult than the rotation response mode. The reconstruction



mode required a consideration of another's view of stimuli with respect

to both the relative placement (position) and the relative orientation

of each individual object. A simultaneous consideration of both place

ment and orientation was not necessary for the rotation response. All

that was required was a rotation of the entire array, and the internal

relationships among the three stimulus objects were never altered. Thus,

the reconstruction response mode also seemed to add to the complexity

of the task, making it more difficult for pre-adolescent children.

This is a replication of earlier findings that response mode is a criti

cal factor influencing spatial PT performance (Barke, 1975; Dodwell,

1963; Eiser, 1974; 1977; Garber, 1975; Ives, 1977; Oppenheimer, 1977).

On a methodological note, it would seem that the rotation response may

have an advantage as a measure for the early acquisition of spatial PT

abil ity, whereas the reconstruction response may allow the researcher

a more detailed examination of the child's errors. In the present

study, the triangular-reconstruction spatial PT task condition (D) was

used to analyze further the influences of other task variables such as

type of stimulus object and type of error associated with an incorrect

response.

Position

Previous studies of spatial PT that have investigated the position

variable have frequently reported results that have been inconsistent

or contradictory (Fehr, 1978). As previously noted, the side positions

appear to be easier on spatial PT tasks used in some studies (Cox, 1977;

Nigl & Fishbein, 1974), while the across (1800 ) position was easiest in

at least one study (El ser , 1974). Pufall (1975) reported the 900
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position was easier than the 1800 position, but no further data were

available on the 2700 position. Cox (1977) has argued that Eiser1s

(1974) findings were influenced by the masking of one of the smaller

stimulus objects in the 1800 position. There has been some evidence

that shielding of stimuli can facilitate spatial PT performance, but

such results have not been adequately replicated (Shantz, 1975).

In the present study, differences were found among spatial PT

scores obtained from three different positions. The 900 (side) position

was found to be easier than the 1800 (across) position, which in turn

was easier than the 2700 (side) position, though the difference between

the 1800 and 2700 positions was not statistically significant.

Inconsistencies in the research literature appear to be the result

of inherent task demand characteristics. For example, the difficulty

hierarchy for the three different positions in the present study could

be explained in terms of task demands. A crucial factor was quite pos

sibly the manner in which the experimental apparatus was arranged (see

Figure 1). An additional mental rotation or reconstruction of the

other's perspective in turning from the stimulus box to the duplicate

response box was not required in the 900 position, since the front of

the duplicate box which portrayed the other's view was oriented in the

same direction. Thus, the proper arrangement of the stimulus objects

in the duplicate response box was identical to the orientation observed

by the other in the 900 position of the stimulus box. In contrast, the

perspectives of the other in the 1800 and 2700 positions needed to be

reproduced in the dupl icate response box by some means that accounted

for the differences in orientation. The 1800 position required a
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strategy that compensated for a difference of 900 in orientation from

the other1s perspective of the stimulus box to the child's perspective

of the response box. Similarly, the 2700 position required a strategy

that compensated for a difference of 1800 in orientation.

The data do not indicate that such compensations were necessarily

solved through a mental rotation of the entire spatial array, although

such an explanation regarding mental rotation would be congruent with

results of Shepard and Metzler's (1971) study. In essence, Shepard and

Metzler found that, in determining whether a single three-dimensional

object drawn as a two-dimensional configuration was identical to another

similarly drawn configuration, the difficulty (operationally defined in

terms of reaction time) was linearly related to the degree to which the

two objects differed in orientation to one another. If, for example,

the configurations of two identical objects were different in orienta

tion by a 600 rotation, either clockwise or counter-clockwise, the mean

reaction time required by participants in the study was less than the

mean reaction time required for differences of 900 in orientation.

This was in turn less than the mean reaction time required for differ

ences of 1200 in orientation. These results support the suggested ex

planation in terms of additional mental rotations required for the 2700

position. In other words, it is quite feasible that some children

visualize the movement of the ~rray from the perspective of the other in

the stimulus box to the view of the front of the duplicate response box.

Such an interpretation, however appealing, remains a conjecture at this

time.
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Gender

Sex differences were not evident in the Space-exploration task

scores. In general, previous spatial PT studies have not found signifi

cant sex differences on spatial PT measures (Fishbein et al., 1972;

Goldberg & Meredith, 1975; Knudson & Kagan, 1977). However, one study

involving children in grades K-6 found significant sex differences in

favor of males (Kurdek & Rodgon, 1975). Conversely, Ives (1980) found

that females did slightly better than males if verbal responses were re

quired.

Sex differences on the SO and Vz tests were not significant. Al

though McGee (1979) states that sex differences on SA tests have been

well-documented, a few researchers (Karnovsky, 1973; Williams & Brekke,

1979) have failed to find any significant differences between the

sexes.

An interesting point made by Vandenberg and Kuse (1978) may help

clarify the ambiguity of sex-related differences in tests of SA and spa

tial PT. What Vandenberg and Kuse propose is that the availability of

verbal labels reduces sex differences usually pronounced in SA tests.

Such a proposal is consistent with the position taken by Ives (1977;

1980) concerning the use of verbal labels. It also aids in the inter

pretation of the lack of significant sex differences in the present

study, since the use of such verbal labels was explicit in the familiari-

zat ion phase of the SO (Flags) test (1I0ppOS i tell vs. " same"), and imp 1i

cit in both the Vz (Paper-folding) test (first, fold from "top" to

"bo t tom;" then second, from "1eft side" to " right side") and the Space

exploration task ("front" vs. "back" of each stimulus object).
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Error Analyses

The basic distinction between error type was made between own

perspective (Op) errors and other errors (DE). Although the majority

of errors were DE, over 40% of the total were OP errors. When the per

centages of DE and OP errors were calculated for each spatial PT task

condition, the percentage of OP was highest in the linear-rotation con

dition (61.5% Op). The condition under which OP errors were least fre

quent was triangular-rotation (16%). Apparently, the difference between

the linear and triangular stimulus arrangements affected the type of

error. Al~hough the triangular arrangement is generally a more diffi

cult one in terms of total number of errors, the linear arrangement

tended to produce a higher percentage of OP errors. These results are

consistent with Pufall's (1975) and Piaget's (1970) assertion that the

symmetry or asymmetry of the spatial array influences spatial PT perfor

mance. On the other hand, the percentages of error type, OP and OE,

were approximately the same across the 90°, 180° and 2700 positions.

Within the confines of the triangular-reconstruction condition (0),

it was possible to further differentiate between placement and orienta

tion errors. Recall that a placement error was one in which the stimu

lus object was not placed in the correct location in relation to the

other observer as well as in relation to the other objects in the spatial

array. An orientation error, on the other hand, was the incorrect com

pensation for the direction in which the object faced. Results indicate

that errors in which only the placement was incorrect were composed of

relatively few OP errors. In contrast, errors in which only the orien

tation of the object was incorrect were characterized by a much larger
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proportion of OP errors. In Piagetian terms, orientation and placement

errors reflect the child's inability to comprehend the reciprocal rela-

tionships inherent in a triangular configuration formed by three ob-

jects on a plane. That OP errors accounted for a larger percentage

of the orientation errors seems indicative of the subtle nature of

the proper orientation of stimulus objects used in the present study.

This effect is evidenced more clearly with the asteroid, an object which

was not characterized with a distinct front, rear and sides. It may

be that the children were simply more attentive to the proper location

of each stimulus object with respect to the other's perspective. As

previously noted, the simultaneous consideration of two or more com-

plex dimensions can be particularly difficult for pre-adolescent chil-

dren who have not reached the formal operational stage of cognitive

development.

Some Speculations on the Social and Cognitive
Aspects of Spatial PT

Some researchers (e.g., Flavell, 1978) have argued that the visual

inferences required in the spatial PT tasks may have both social and

cognitive elements. First, the child needs to realize that different

observers from different positions necessarily experience different

visual perspectives. This learned awareness that others do not share an

identical visual experience is the basis upon which Piaget (1926, Piaget

& Inhelder, 1956) seems to have developed his concept of egocentrism.

Flavell (1974) has referred to this level of awareness as the child's

ability to "represent the fact, not only that he and 0 lether7 see

things, but also that they have particular, position-determined views
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[perspective27 of the things they see" (p. 96). This particular level

of knowledge, Flavell explains, is a Level 2 understanding within his

four-level (0-3) sequential model of the development of inferences

about others. Level 3, the highest level within Flavell's model, is

the representation that would be a precise "Norman Rockwell" type of

reproduction, a 1iteral reconstruction of the other's retinal image of

the spatial array. Levell, on the other side, reflects the young

child's simple comprehension of the other's visual experience of objects

rather than the visual experience of objects from a particular frame of

reference.

Flavell IS (1974) Levell spatial PT knowledge is primarily social

in nature. In contrast, knowledge related to Levels 2 and 3 are more

clearly mediated by cognitive factors that determine the precision with

which another's view can be reproduced. Thus, the higher the level,

the clearer it is that the child is making inferences about another's

percepts rather than about another's basic visual capabilities. The

Space-exploration task, like Piaget & Inhelderls (1956) Three-mountains

task, appears to require Level 2 awareness.

There were really four different spatial PT tasks used in the

present study. Task (condition) A, a linear array with a rotation res

ponse requirement, was easiest in terms of absolute number of errors

(although the percentage of OP errors was high). Task (condition)D,

consisting of a triangular array and a reconstruction requirement, was

most difficult. The successful completion of each task condition seemed

to require first, the consideration of potential alternative solutions,

and second, through a combination of mental manipulations,
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experimentation and logical deduction, problem resolution. Again, these

latter skills are the essential characteristics of the formal

operational child (Flavell, 1963).

The cognitive operations required under the various task conditions

of the Space-exploration study may be better understood with a systema

tic consideration of three important task variables: response mode,

stimulus arrangement and number of stimulus objects. First, with a

single stimulus object and either a rotation or a reconstruction res

ponse mode, the child is simply required to: (a) imagine the figurative

(end) state of the other's perspective, without a transformation between

the child's perspective and the other's perspective; and, (b) be cogni

zant of the object's orientation within the spatial context. Second,

with two objects and a rotation response: (a) figurative knowledge

seems sufficient in determining the other's perspective; and, (b) the

child must now consider either the position or the orientation of the

objects within the spatial context. Third, with two objects and a recon

struction response: (a) more than mere recognition of the end figura

tive state is required. Some sort of operative activity (e.g., spatial

visualization, anticipatory imagery, and/or logical reasoning) is also

required. Also, (b) the child must consider both the position and the

orientation of each object along a single linear dimension (stimulus

arrangement) in the spatial array. Fourth, with three objects and a

rotation response: (a) figurative knowledge of the other's perspective

is adequate without consideration of each object's relation to the

other person and each object's relation to each other object; only the

altered relationship of anyone object to the perspective of the second
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viewer (the other) need be contemplat~d; and, (b) the consideration of

either position or orientation of anyone object is sufficient. Fifth,

with three objects and a reconstruction' response# (a) more than mere

recognition is required; some sort of operative activity (e.g., spatial

visualization, anticipatory imagery and/or logical reasoning) is also

required. (b) The child must consider both the position and the orien

tation of each object in relation to the other observer as well as in

relation to each of the other objects (cf. Piaget & Inhelder's {T9Si7

reference to "Irrterne l t ransf'ormat lons"}. Further, (c) such delibera

tion must be done within the spatial context of a single, linear dimen

sion or multiple dimensions (e.g., left-right and front-rear dimensions

of a triangular formation).

Each of the task variables, stimulus arrangement, response mode,

and number of stimulus objects, probably influence the overall level

of task difficulty. Further, within the context of any particular ex

perimental task condition, different cognitive operations may be re

quired, and problem solution of the perspectives task may conceivably

be reached through anyone of several strategies. As the spatial PT

task becomes increasingly difficult, however, it seems unlikely that

children would be able to resolve the perspectives problem based solely

on a strategy of mentally rotating the entire array or mentally moving

the self to the position of the other. For example, when task

success demands both consideration of each of three objects· relative

positions and relative orientations within the context of a triangular

configuration, the visual memory load is likely to be overwhelming for

any child or adult. Faced with such an arduous task, adolescents or
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adults could conceivably use a strategy of logical deduction in lieu of,

or in addition to, spatial visualization or mental rotation. Children

who have not reached the formal operational stage are unable to use

such a strategy.

As Shantz (1975) pointed out, results from various spatial PT tasks

seem to be captive of the method used. The operational and theoretical

definitions of spatial PT seem in need of reassessment. Flavell's

(1978) distinction between Level I and Level 2 spatial PT seems es

pecially useful in this regard. Recall that Level 2 spatial PT is a

reflection of more elaborate spatial PT skills that seem to depend on

cognitive operations beyond the basic social ability to distinguish be

tween one's own and another's perspective. It may be argued, then,

that such elaborate spatial PT skills may not be truly valid indicators

of basic spatial PT ability, but simply logical skills that help solve

the precise computations of a complex perspectives problem.

Observational data tended to lend credence to such an hypothesis.

First, many of the children who were not able to correctly reproduce

the other's perspective indicated, with puzzled amusement, a knowledge

that views of the same object from different positions necessitated dif

ferences in perspectives (debriefing question). Second, certain errors

of gross object placement were logically unsound. For example, in order

to score each child's responses objectively in task condition D, blue

pin-stripes were attached to a clear, acrylic sheet placed on the rotary

board of the duplicate response box. These pin-stripes outlined the

areas in which objects could be placed (see Figure 1). These pin-stripe

delineations were also devised to aid the child in the proper placement
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of individual objects, since placement of the objects either in improper

outlined areas or directly on the pin-stripes did not keep the logical

isomorphism of an equilateral triangular configuration. Children who

tended to respond in an egocentric manner were frequently observed

placing the last of three objects either on the pin-stripes or in an

area that did not keep the triangular configuration equilateral. Such

gross errors appear diagnostic of: (a) difficulty in adhering to

relatively complex instructions; and/or, (b) poor logical-analytical

skills (e.g., functional equivalence or identity).

Limitations of the Study

The limitations of the present study are largely due to the res

trictions imposed by the complex verbal instructions necessary for the

Space-exploration task. Although the psychometric characteristics were

adequate, it was difficult to ascertain at times whether the child res

ponded with the full understanding of the instructions. On several

occasions, it was necessary to remind the children that the view of the

other observer within the context of the stimulus set was to be repro

duced from the front view, and not from any other view of the response

box. Because such complex verbal instructions were necessary, it is not

known to what extent verbal reasoning skills may have influenced the

findings. There is a possibil ity that verbal reasoning requirements

may have mitigated any separate or joint effects due to SA or sex, al

though this does not seem likely.

The role of complexity in SA tests performance is also unclear. It

is not known, for example, whether the use of a single object in both SA
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tests may have contributed to an overly conservative estimate of the

relationship between spatial PT and SA.

Lastly, the scoring of the Flags test could be improved by re

quiring a response on every item. Presently, blanks on the Flags test

signify "opposite side" while marks such as a check (/) or cross

(X ) denote " same side." This procedure becomes problematic when par

ticipants fail to complete the test and blanks near the completed items

are not readily decipherable as a completed item.
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v. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The study of Perspective-taking (PT) originated from a spatial

perspective experiment by Piaget and Inhelder (1956) and from theoreti

cal notions of role-taking developed by Baldwin and Mead. Piaget and

Inhelder concluded that the performance of children on their task was

best explained in terms of the unitary construct egocentrism. Recent

studies have not provided support for the construct of egocentrism,

however. On the contrary, several researchers have suggested that the

results of spatial PT studies seem to be more a function of task com

plexity and response requirements. Based on psychometric evidence and

an analysis of key egocentrism tasks, Ford (1979) proposed an alterna

tive interpretation of spatial PT data, incorporating constructs that

refer to the general level of cognitive, perceptual and linguistic de

velopment of the child.

A primary objective of the present research was to examine an al

ternative explanation of the PT construct in terms of spatial ability (SA)

measures. A second major emphasis of the present research was to ascer

tain more precisely the effects of methodological variations that had

previously been shown to influence spatial PT performance.

Sixty-four 11 year-olds served as participants. Spatial PT was

examined as a function of stimulus arrangement, response mode, other ob

server's position (900
, 1800

, 2700 ) , gender, and measures of two SA

factors, spatial orientation (SO) and spatial visualization (Vz). The

spatial PT task was a behavioral measure that required the participant

to respond either by rotating or reconstructing a spatial array. The
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stimulus arrangements were either 1inear or triangular, and participants

were asked to demonstrate spatial PT competence from the 900
, 1800 and

2700 positions surrounding the stimulus box. Paper-and-pencil versions

of both SO (Flags) and Vz (Paper-folding) were administered to each

participant.

Much of the variation in spatial PT scores was explained by the in

dependent variables (66%). Although the task variables, stimulus ar

rangement, response mode, and position were found to be influential

determinants of spatial PT as hypothesized, the SA measures were con

spicuously poor predictors of spatial PT performance. It is unlikely

that these results were due to poor construct measurement. The psycho

metric properties of the instruments were indicative of high reliabil ity,

and difficulty levels were within quite acceptable ranges.

Certain conclusions concerning spatial PT and SA may be drawn from

the results of the present study:

(a) Spatial PT ability as measured within the four task conditions

of the Space-exploration study does not appear to be signifi

cantly related to two factors of spatial ability, SO and Vz.

(b) There were strong separate effects due to stimulus arrangement,

response mode and the other observer's position. A linear

arrangement was significantly easier than a triangular arrange

ment, while the rotation response was significantly easier

than the reconstruction response. Differences among the other

observer's position were also important. The 900 (left side)

position was significantly easier than both the 1800 (across)
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and the 2700 (right side) positions. The manner in which

the experimental apparatus was set up very likely influenced

the position findings.

(c) Task condition A (linear-rotation) was easiest, while task

condition D (triangular-reconstruction) was most difficult.

(d) There were no significant effects due to gender differences

on the Space-exploration task or on either of the SA tests.

(e) The Flags (SO) test and Paper-folding (Vz) tests do seem to

be measuring separate factors of SA as reflected by low,

nonsignificant correlations.

(f) Analyses of error type indicated that slightly over 40% of

the errors were own perspective (OP) or "egocentric-l l ke!'

errors. These errors were least prevalent (in terms of pro

portion of errors) in task condition C (triangular-rotation).

Further analyses of errors specific to task condition D (tri

angular-reconstruction) revealed that OP errors were more fre

quent in the incorrect orientation rather than the incorrect

placement of stimulus objects. These results were interpreted

as further evidence of the influence of contextual or task

demand variables.

(g) More tentatively, the Space-exploration task may require addi

tional cognitive operations beyond social inferential distinc

tions. The particular types of cognitive operation may be

dependent on the task conditions, but speculations are in the

direction of logical, computational-type skills that enable

the child to coordinate multiple perspectives through
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analytical deductions of left-right, front-rear reversals.

In future research on spatial PT, serious consideration should be

given in regards to operational definitions of measures that purport to

measure spatial PT ability. Flavell's (1974) sequence of four levels

within the development of visual inference-making is a good start. In

order to better ascertain what cognitive processes might be operative

within the context of specific types of spatial PT measures, more sys

tematic investigations are needed.

Egan (1979) has suggested analyzing separate mental operations on

performance tests rather than merely obtaining global measures such as

percentage correct or number of items attempted per minute. Such re

search might be most fruitful in the context of an information

processing approach (Klahr & Wallace, 1970, 1976). Spatial PT perfor

mance seems to be a good candidate for such an approach. In this man

ner, sequential steps of problem solution and component operations

critical to spatial PT performance may be identified. Based on such

task analyses, new criterion measures could be developed and validated.

Of special interest is the need to clarify the relationship be

tween levels of spatial PT ability and logical-analytical skills. What

kinds of logical reasoning, verbal, propositional, computational or

otherwise, might be operative in spatial PT performance? Is Piaget's

concept of decentering as a component sub-skill a useful explanatory

concept? Similar concerns might be addressed in different spatial, cog

nitive and affective contexts. For example, to what extent are logical

type skills involved in performance on cognitive or affective PT

instruments?
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Another point that cannot be over emphasized is the importance of

obtaining and reporting estimated reliability, difficulty level and

other psychometric properties so that some level of confidence may be

attributed to the PT instrument.

Finally, the influences on spatial PT performance due to task de

mands are strong and consistent. Purposefully focusing on the experi

mental manipulation of certain task variables might help clarify what

cognitive abilities underlie successful spatial PT performance.
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APPENDIX B
ID 11 _

Date of birth. ___

School. _

Grade (circle): 5 6 7

Gender (circle): M F
FLAGS

Date _

90

Look at

These two drawings show the~ side of the same flag. The only difference

between the two drawings is that the position of the flag on the right has

been rotated (turned) either to the right (clockwise, ~), or to the left

(counter-clockwise, "0'). The two flags still show the~ side.

Now compare the next two drawings:

These two drawings show the opposite sides of the same flag. The drawing

of the flag on the right has been "flipped-over" from the position of the

flag on the left. The two flags do not show the same side.

In the following examples, there is a drawing of a flag on the left of

the arrow, and two (2) more pictures of the same flag on the right. For

each example, an ''X'' has been marked in the box under the flags on the right

of the arrow if the flag shows the~ side as the flag on the left of the

arrow. An ''X'' has not been marked in the box if the flag on the right of the

arrow shows the opposite side of the flag on the left of the arrow.
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ID #
"Fla-=g"'s'rY'·-------

Example 1.

Example Z.

o

o

oExample 3.

In the problems that follow. put an "X" in the boxes under the flags

that are on the right of the arrow if that flag shows the~ side as

the flag on the left of the arrow. DO;.lOT MA..lU< the boxes under the flags

which show the opposite side of the flag on the left of the arrow. Do:-.or

turn or rotate the page.

Do you have any questions? Please raise your hand if you do not

understand the instructions, and someone will come to help you.

DO ;.ur STARr unti.L you are told to do so. Thank you.
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PAPER-FOLDING

In /1 _

Date of birth _

School, _

Grade (circle): 5 6 7

Gender (circle): M F
DateC-. _

The following drawing is

a square sheet of paper:

When the sheet of paper is folded along

the dashed line, it looks like this:

If it is folded once more, it looks like the drawing on the right:

1...0
Now, imagine that this folded sheet of paper is cut with a pair of scissors.

Imagine that the shaded area in the following drawing shows the part of the

paper that is cut off:

i....•

A B

~8
" I

~----:- -- --:--
, I I

I
I

If we unfolded the paper completely, the original sheet of paper would

look like drawing (A) below:

An "Xli has been put in the box under draWing (A). Since drawing (B)

is not the way the sheet of paper would look after being cut and unfolded,

an "X" has NOT been marked in the box under draWing (B).
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ID 1' _

"Paper-folding"

Here is another example:

Mark the box under the draving which shows how the sheet of paper will

look when it is cut and unfolded.

A B C D

)....~
c:> [1] m

0 0 0 0
If you marked the box under drawing (8), you are correct.

In the folLowing problems, only one of the drawings on the right of

the arrow is correct.

Do you have any questions? Please raise your hand if you do not

understand the instructions.

DO ~OT START until you are told to do so. Thank you.
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APPENDIX D

Instructions for the "Space-exploration" Study

Task Condition A: Linear-rotation

Preliminary Questions

i) "00 you know the difference between left and right?"
ii) "Can you show me which is your LEFT hand?"

iii) 1100 you have trouble seeing things close to yoU?11
iv) "How many fingers am I holding up?"

Instructions

"0kay, good. Now lis ten carefu 11 y, because I'm go i ng to read to
you the instructions so you know what to do on this 'Space-exploration'
study.

"Look at these three objects in front of you. These two «point})
are spaceships. This one «point)) is called an 'X-wing fighter,' and
this «point)) is called a 'Tie-fighter. I This third object «point))
is an asteroid. Asteroids are I ike very large rocks that travel in
space.

"Now look through this ((point at view port positioned at 00
))

hole in this (stimulus) box. There are three objects in the box just
like those I have just shown you «pause))

"Okav , now I'm going to look through the same hole in this first
box.

"Now rotate or spin this «demonstrate)) round board in this sec
ond box so that when you stand here (front of second box) your view of
the objects on this round board is exactly the SAME as MY view of the
objects from this side «point)) of the first box.

"You may look back through this «point)) hole (in the first stimu
lus box) anytime you want.

I'Good. Now both views are the same. «If first attempt fails,
allow second chance--'Would you like to try again?'))

"0kay, this is good except the should be facing this way.
(and the should be facing this way.) (and the ... )

IIGood. Now both views are the same. The asteroid is in the very
center with this part «point)) facing to the right. On the left of the
asteroid is the Tie-fighter with the glass part facing you «point)).
And the X-wing fighter is on the right of the asteroid and facing you
«point)).
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"Now we're going to change the objects around a bit. ((Remove box
top on the first box and switch objects position and orientation and
rotate board in the response (second) box 1800 • Then say to partici
pant:»)

"Now 11m going to look at the objects through the hole on THIS
side ((randomly assigned 900 , 1800

, or 2700».

"Now without coming over to see how the objects look to me from
this side, can you rotate or spin this ((point») round board in this
second box so that YOUR view of the objects on this round board is the
same as MY view of the objects in this first box? ((Pause») You can
look back through this ((point) hole (stimulus box) anytime you want.
((Pause for participantls response.»)

"Okay, good. I wonlt be telling you if you were right or wrong,
so you just try your best, okay?

"Now 11m going to walk over here and look at the objects from THIS
side.

"Can you rotate the round board in the second box so that how you
see the objects is the same as I see them from THIS side? ((Pause for
participant's response.))

((Repeat for 3rd and last side.»)
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Task Condition B: Linear-reconstruction

Preliminary Questions

i} "Do you know the difference between left and r Iqht ?"
i i} IICan you show me wh i ch is your LEFT hand?"

iii} 1100 you have trouble seeing things close to you?"
iv) "How many fingers am I holding up?"

Instructions
- Il0kay, good. Now listen carefully, because 11m going to read to
you the instructions so you know what to do on this 'Space-exploration'
study.

"Look at these three objects in front of
are spaceships. This one «(point» is called
this one «(point» is called a 'Tie-fighter. I
((point» is an asteroid. Asteroids are lIke
travel in space.

you. These two (point»
an 'X-wing fighter,· and
This third object

very large rocks that

"Now look through this «point at view port positioned at 00»

hole in this (stimulus) box. There are three objects in the box just
I ike those I have just shown you. ((Pause»

"Okay, now I'm going to look through the same hole in this first
box.

IINow, place the objects where they belong on this round (response)
board in this second box so that when you stand here (in front of the
second box) your view of the objects on this round board is exactly the
SAME as MY view of the objects from this side ((point» of the first
box. But try not to put the objects on the blue lines.

"You may look back through this ((point) hole (in the first
stimulus box) anytime you want.

"Good. Now both views are the same. «(If first attempt fails,
allow second chance--Would you like to try again?)

"Okay, this good except the should be facing this way.
(and the shou 1d be faci ng th is way.) (and the ... )

"Good. Now both views are the same. The asteroid is in the very
center with this part «(point» facing to the right. On the left of
the asteroid is the Tie-fighter with the glass part facing you «(point».
And the X-wing fighter is on the right of the asteroid and facing you
( (po i nt ) ) .
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"Now we're going to change the objects around a bit. «Remove
box top on the first box and switch objects' position and orientation.
Then say to participant:))

"Now 11m going to look at the objects through the hole on THIS
side «randomly assigned 900 , 1800 , or 2700 )).

"Now without coming over to see how the objects look to me from
this side, can you place the objects where they belong on this
«point)) round (response) board in this second box so that your view
of the objects on this round board is the SAME as MY view of the
objects in this ((point)) first box? Try not to put the objects on the
blue lines. You can look back through this «(point)) hole (stimulus
box) anytime you want. ((pause for participant's response))

"0kay, good. I won't be tellin~ you if you were right or wrong,
so you just try your best, okay?

"Now 11m going to walk over here and look at the objects from THIS
side.

"Can you place the objects in the second box so that how you see
the objects is the SAME as I see them from THIS side? «pause for
participant's response))

«Repeat for third and last side))
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Task Condition C: Triangular-rotation

Preliminary Questions

i) "00 you know the difference between left and right?"
ii) "Can you show me which is your LEFT hand?"

iii) "00 you have trouble seeing things close to you?"
iv) "How many fingers am I holding Up?"

Instructions

"0kay, good. Now I isten carefully, because I'm going to read to
you the instructions so you know what to do on this 'Space-exploration'
study.

"Look at these three objects in front of you. These two ((point»
are spaceships. This one ((point» is called an 'X-wing fighter,' and
this one ((point» is called a 'Tie-fighter.' This third object ((point»
is an asteroid. Asteroids are like very large rocks that travel in
space.

"Now look through this ((point at view port positioned at 00» hole
in this (stimulus) box. There are three objects in the box just like
those I have just shown you. ((Pause»

"0kay, now 11m going to look through the same hole in this first
box.

"Now rotate or spin this ((demonstrate» round board in this sec
ond box so that when you stand here (front of second box) your view of
the objects on this round board is exactly the SAME as MY view of the
objects from this side ((point» of the first box.

I·You may look back through this ((point» hole (in the first stimu
lus box) anytime you want.

"Good. Now both views are the same. ((If first attempt fails,
allow second chance--'Would you like to try again?'»

"0kay, th is is good except the shou Id be faci ng th i sway.
(and the should be facing this way.) (and the ... )

"Good. Now both views are the same. The asteroid is in the back
with this part ((point» facing to the right. The X-wing fighter is in
the front and on the left facing the Tie-fighter. And the Tie-fighter
is in the front on the right and with the glass facing the X-wing
fighter.

"Now we're going to change the objects around a bit. ((Remove box
top on the first box and switch objects' position and orientation. Do
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the same for response box and rotate response box 1800
. Then say to

participant:»

"Now 11m going to look at the obJects through the hole on THIS side
((randomly assigned 900 , 1800

, or 270 ».

IINow without coming over to see how the objects look to me from
this side, can you rotate or spin this ((point» round board in this
second box so that YOUR view of the objects on this round board is the
same as MY view of the objects in this first box? ((Pause» You can
look back through this ((point» hole (stimulus box) anytime you want.
((Pause for participant's response.»

"Okay, good. I wonlt be telling you if you were right or wrong, so
you just try your best, okay?

"Now 11m going to walk over here and look at the objects from THIS
side.

"Can you rotate the round board in the second box so that how you
see the objects is the same as I see them from THIS side? (Pause for
participantls response.»

((Repeat for third and last side»
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Task Condition 0: Triangular-reconstruction

Preliminary Questions

l ) 1100 you know the difference between left and r lqht ?"
i i) "Can you show me wh ich is you r LEFT hand?1I

iii) 1100 you have trouble seeing things close to yoU?11
iv} IIHow many fingers am I holding Up?1I

Instructions
"0kay, good. Now listen carefully, because I'm goint to read to

you the instructions so you know what to do on this 'Space-exploration'
study.

IILook at these three objects in front of
are spaceships. This one {(point}) is called
this one ((point» is called a 'Tie-fighter.'
((Point}) is an asteroid. Asteroids are like
travel in space.

you. These two {(point})
an 'X-wing fighter,' and
This third object

very large rocks that

IINow look through this ({point at view port positioned at 00 »
hole in this (stimulus) box. There are three objects in the box just
like those I have just shown you. ({Pause)}

"Okay, now I'm going to look through the same hole in this first
box.

IINow place the objects where they belong on this ({point}) round
(response) board on this second box so that when you stand here (in
front of the second box) your view of the objects on this round board
is exactly the SAME as MY view of the objects from this side {(point)}
of the first box. But try not to put the objects on the blue lines.

IIYou can look back through this «point» hole (in first stimulus
box) anytime you want.

IIGood. Now both views are the same. {(If first attempt fails,
allow second chance-r-J'wou ld you 1 ike to try again?»

"Okav , th isis good except the shou 1d be faci ng th i sway.
(and the should be facing this way.) (and the ... )

IIGood. Now both views are the same. The asteroid is in the back
with this part ((point}) facing to the right. The X-wing fighter is in
the front and on the left facing the Tie-fighter. And the Tie-fighter
is in the front on the right and with the glass facing the X-wing fighter.

I~OW welre going to change the objects around a bit. ((Remove box
top on the first box and switch objects' position and orientation.
Then say to participant:»
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"NO~I 11m going to look at the ob~ects through the hole on THIS side
«,-andomly assigned 900

, 1800
, or 270 »

"Now without coming over to see how the objects look to me from
this side, can you place the objects where they belong on this round
(response) board in this second box so that your view of the objects on
this round board is the SAME as MY view of the objects in this «point»
first box? Try not to put the object3 on the blue lines. You can look
back through this «point» hole (stimulus box) anytime you want.

"0kay, good. I won't be telling you if you were right or wrong,
so you just try your best, okay?

"Now 11m going to walk over here and look at the objects from THIS
side.

"Can you place the objects in the second box so that how you see
the objects is the same as I see them from THIS side?

«Repeat for third and last side»
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APPENDIX F
J06

Raw Data

Maximum score on SPTTOT .. 18
Maximum score on SPT90, SPT 180 or SPT~70 • 6

01 711204 2175665.712 4110
02 621102 1000000.022 28 j

03 711005 2186666.011 408
04 611111 2000000.021 38 9
05 611105 2066002.011 31 4
06611107 2176655.712 3510
07611105 2060602.021 26 9
08 611102 2176655.712 25 5,
09 611104 2000000.022 21 3
10611106 2000000.022 40 7
11 611101 2186666.011 23 4
12711200 2186666.011 25 9
13 611105 1186666.021 42 8
14 611109 1066002.022 38 5
15 711208 1136524.312 3110
16 711206 1126604.011 37 9
17 611106 1126604.021 29 7
18 611105 1126154.022 36 7
19 611009 1102533.312 33 2
20 611201 118666b.021 35 8
21 611103 1186666.011 40 6
22 611105 1126604.021 37 8
23 711110 1145544.712 33 8
24 711111 1066002.022 26 9
25 611102 1186666.011 40 6
26 621010 1125614.012 4110
27 621106 1020200.722 43 8
28 621108 2186666.011 37 9
29 621100 2126064.021 39 9
30 621202 2186666.011 37 2
31 621105 2075112.312 2910
32 621100 2000000.021 32 7
33 621104 2126514.012 38 5
34 621106 2000000.022 2910
35 621202 2176565.722 35 9
36 521004 2066002.011 35 4
37 521008 1060602.011 38 3
38 52 909 2186666.021 35 8
39 521103 1000000.022 30 3
40 521006 2084312.712 42 5
41 521006 1066002.011 34 3
42 52 907 2000000.021 30 8
43 621102 2000000.022 35 8
44 621103 1166465.312 39 3
45 621206 1186666.021 32 3
46621105 1186666.011 29 7
47 621100 1126064.021 3210
48 621100 1186666.012 3010
49 621105 2011000.322 29 6
50 621203 2126064.011 36 8
51 621009 2126064.021 31 8
52 621011 2186666.021 28 4
53 621102 1094503.022 31 4
54 621106 2093513.022 17 4
55 621104 1066002.021 36 4
56 621105 1065102.022 29 5
57 621010 1060602.011 27 4
58 521005 2010100.322 34 8
59 621011 2105413.312 16 5
60 621105 2062132.012 38 7
61 621203 1126154.012 26 8
62 621010 1176655.712 3910
63 621104 1126604.011 38 3
64 621i04 1126064.021 3810

Cols.

(1-2)

(4)

(5)

(6-9)

(11)

(12-13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17-19)

(20)

(21)

(23-24)

(25-26)

Note.

Identificatio~ (ID)

Grade (Gde)

Schoo1 (Sch)
1 • Univ. Lab
2 • Royal Elem.

Age
1st two digits. years
2nd two digits· months

Sex
1 .. male
2 .. female

Spatial perspective-taking (PT)
Total score (SPTTCT)

Spatial PT.
900 score (SPT90)

Spatial PT.
1800 score (SPT 180)

Spatial PT,
2700 score (SPT270)

Spatial PT.
mean score (SPT y )

Stimulus arrangement (stimarrg)
1 • 1i near
2 - triangular

Response mode (resmode)
1 a rotat ion
2 .. reconstruction

Spatial orientation test score
(Flags)

SpatiAl visual ization test score
(Paper-folding)



APPEND IX G

Statistical Formulae and Required Steps for Computation
of F-tests for Within-subjects Sources of Variation

- (adapted from Cohen & Cohen, 1975)
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1. Variances

(a) 2SD1 p =
N

(b) SO 2 =-y

2. R2,s

(a) By. B
2 =

N

SS 2
-1p

=
SO 2-Y

(c) .B.Y.W
2 SSW

=
SST~T

2 SSW~·S
(d) R --"-1

-1·}i"'~ 1 SSTOT

(e) ~y. ~'~~2
2 SSW"'~2

=
SSTOT

3. Sum of Squares

(a) SSSETW = SSTOT * R 2
-Y·S

(b) SSWITHIN = SSTOT * (1 - R 2)
-Y'S
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4. F-tests

,lly·W
2

(a) £W = (!!. - ~)
(1 - By·s

2 R 2 R 2
- ~Y'~*~2

2
-y.~ -'!.:~*~l

~y
2

(b)
w*o (!l - ,g)

£~*.§l =
2 2 2 2 (g - 1)

(1 - R - R - Ry WS - Ry W-S-y.§. -y.~ --' -"-I -_'_':"2

(c) ,ll:~:- !i1:g2
(!l - ~)

£li*~2 =
(1 2 2 2 2 (2 - 1)

- R - R - R - R "'B-Y·S -y·W -y·W*S -'!.:!!"_2- --1

mode

w =so =
R2 =
55 =

B. = between-subJ"ect source
-I
~- = within-subject source
Q = stimulus arrangement
E = response mode
l sex
jO~E interaction, stimulus arrangement by response
f-"- = Flags, a spatial orientation test
G = Paper-folding, a spatial visualization test
f = position (90°, 180°, 270°)
Ip*o = interaction, position by stimulus arrangement
ip~i = interaction, position by response mode
~-" = error variation due to between-subject sources

error variation due to within-subject sources
standard deviation
squared multiple correlation
sum of squares

Where:
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3.
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6.
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10.

11.

12.
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